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WHAT IS THE KINGDOM OF
HEAVEN ?



A CHALLENGE TO PRAYER.
The Kingdom

Meditation
The kingdom of heaven is like unto treasure

hid in afield ;
the which when a man hath

found, he hideth, and for joy thereof goeth
and selleth all that he hath, and buyeth
that field.

Except ve be converted, and become as little

children, ye shall not enter into the

kingdom of heaven.

Blessed are the pure in heart
; for they shall

see God.
* * *

The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven,

which a woman took and hid in three mea
sures of meal, till the whole was leavened.

Your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have

need of these things. . . . But seek

ye first the kingdom of God and His

righteousness ; and all these things shall

be added unto you.
I sav unto you, Love your enemies, bless

them that curse you, do good to them that

hate you, and prayfor them which despite-

fully use you, and persecute you ;
That

ye may be the children of your Father
which is in heaven.

Let us give thanks

For the revelation of the Kingdom by our
Lord Jesus Christ.

For those who in all times have seen

glimpses of the Kingdom ; and for all

who, though they have never seen it, or

seeing it did not know that it was the

Kingdom, have yet lived by it, and made
it known to others.

For the glory of the Kingdom in all beauti

ful things ; for the artist who translates

it ;
for the poet who discerns it and

sings of it ;
for the musician who hears

it, and interprets its longing and joy ;

and fdr all good men who live it out in

love.

For the mountain on fire with the chariots

and horsemen of the Lord round about
;

for the heavenly wisdom in the mouth
of the simple ;

for the shining glory on
land and sky and sea, and for the good in

the heart of any man.
For every symbol of the Kingdom, in

worship, and sacrament, and daily life.

For the seeking of the Kingdom in fellow

ship ;
and for the assurance that they

who seek shall find ; and that to him who
knocks it shall be opened.

Let us confess

That we have not diligently sought after

the Kingdom ; that our heart has

Suggested by reading &quot;What

aven ?
&quot;

by A. Glutton-Brock.
is the Kingdom of

of Heaven.*
wandered after darkness and evil, and
has been afraid.

That we have been slow of response, pre

venting others in their looking for the

Kingdom ; or that, by coldness or pride,
we have hurt those who offered us the

gift of it.

That we have been obstinate in dispute
and opinion, reluctant to find where we
did not wish to go.

That we have demanded of the Kingdom
our private advantage or salvation.

That we have not loved it simply, nor been
content that it should be as God has
willed it ; and that we have not been

ready to wait and share it with all men,
nor sought it patiently with them.

Let us pray.
That we may find the hidden treasure

of the knowledge of the Kingdom of

Heaven, which is more precious than
all that we could possess.

That with heart and mind and soul and

strength we may desire nothing but to

find the Kingdom, for the great love
of it only.

That anything which in us is a refusal of

the Kingdom may be made plain to us ;

that we may be converted from un
conscious sin a,nd from the obsession
of self ; that we may give ourselves

away to the Kingdom and love it, with
the impulse and delight of little children,
in all beauty and truth and goodness.

That we may love one another, and find

the Kingdom in one another.
That we may see the growth of the King
dom as leaven leavening the mass of men.

That we may discover how it shall be

possible to live together so that we may
cease from being anxious for the daily
bread, and may prove that in the

Kingdom all these things are added to us.

That loving our enemies, and doing good
to them that hate us, we may know how to

bring out of the common will the hidden
desire and knowledge of the Kingdom,
and how to set it up openly in our midst.

That so God s goodness may be every
where manifested, and his will for all

men that they should become the

i children of the Kingdom.

OUR Father in Heaven, Quicken, we
beseech Thee, in us the love of all that

is true and glad, charitable and holy ; that

we may together grow into the likeness of

Him who was the revelation of thy Kingdom,
Jesus Christ, Our Lord. Amen.
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PREFACE

1HOPE
that in this book I may not seem

to express a greater hostility to Christian

orthodoxy than I feel. As I owe all that I

most firmly believe to that orthodoxy, I should

be ungrateful if I spoke of it with enmity or

contempt. But orthodoxy can be living only

if it is ready to confess that it may have made

mistakes even on the most vital points. The
mistake which I believe it has made, and which

I try to point out in this book, is really one of

emphasis. It would be easy to quote passages

from Christian writers, all through the ages,

against my contention that Christ s doctrine

of the Kingdom of Heaven has been ignored.

But these passages would not prove that any
church has laid that emphasis on the doctrine

which Christ Himself laid on it, or that there

has been a sustained effort to Understand the

doctrine or to state it clearly and fully. The

doctrine is not the centre of Christian thought

and teaching ;
and in this book I contend that

it ought to be.

A. GLUTTON BROCK
FARNCOMBE, SURREY

February j, igig
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WHAT IS THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVEN?

CHAPTER I

THE FAILURE OF BELIEF

MAN
cannot live by bread alone. That

saying means exactly what it says. It

means that, as men cannot exist without food,

so they cannot exist without some kind of

belief about the nature of that universe in

which they find themselves. The desire for

such a belief is as natural to them as the desire

for food, and the effort to obtain it as incessant

and instinctive. But the effort is not to obtain

any kind of belief; if that were so, the problem
of belief would be easy. We wish to be con

vinced that the universe is of such a nature that

we ourselves can consent to it. There are, in

the mind of man, certain qualities which we call

virtues, and to which we consent with the whole

of our selves. We wish to be convinced that

there are also those virtues in the universe. If
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WHAT IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN?

we had that conviction, we should be happy ;

without it, we are always afraid that the uni

verse may be &quot; a fraud.&quot; For, if virtue is peculiar

to the mind of man, the universe is a fraud to

us. We can have no fellowship with it, for it

is indifferent to all that we most value. It does

not mean to produce in us righteousness, or the

love of it
;

it does not mean to produce beauty,
or the love of it. There is in it no coherent

or purposive set of facts which we can call

truth
;
and our love of truth, like our love of

righteousness and beauty, is a chance product
of a process indifferent to all such things. The
love of them may have been thrown up in us

because, at a certain stage in our struggle for

life, they help us in that struggle. At another

stage they may cease to help us and we may
cease to love them. If that is so, the universe

is a fraud to us indeed, and we are, of all living

creatures, the most miserable, having given our

hearts up to that which has no reality outside

our own thought. We cannot live among men
who are indifferent to all that we love most

and themselves of such a nature that we cannot

love them
; and, if there is such an indifference

in all that is not human, then the best we can

do is to thrust that nightmare of indifference

out of our consciousness. But the universe itself

does not tell us whether or no it is indifferent.

It tells us nothing ;
which may seem a proof of

2



THE FAILURE OF BELIEF

its indifference. It does not speak to us at

all. The very word universe is a concept of

our own, implying some unity and coherence

in the mass of facts of which we are aware.

There may be nothing but facts without any

unity or coherence. Or it may be that we are

not aware of the reality of anything.

But that we refuse to believe
;
and rightly.

For we could arrive at such a belief only by
a process of reasoning ;

and that process would

assume the validity of our reason. If we assert

anything, however negative, to be true, we assert

our own power of attaining to some kind of

truth. But, if the truth is that we cannot attain

to any kind of truth, then we cannot have

attained to that truth
;
the reasoning process

by which we arrive at it is, itself, invalid
;
and

we have no grounds for believing it to be true.

In fact a universal scepticism, being itself the

result of reason and discrediting reason with

all other human faculties, cuts its own throat.

Its final result is, not that we can believe

nothing, but that we can believe anything we
choose. One thing is just as likely to be true

as another, or as false.

But we cannot believe anything we choose.

The will to believe, if we become conscious of

it, inhibits belief. Once convince a man that

he believes something merely because he wishes

to believe it, and it is no longer possible for

3



WHAT IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN?

him to believe it. The problem for us is, not

merely to state what we should like to believe

about the nature of the universe and then to

believe it
;
there is that which we wish to be

lieve
;
and there are the facts of the universe,

as we are aware of them
;
the problem for us

is to reconcile the two.

That problem cannot be solved either by
ignoring the facts or by despairing of that

which we wish to believe. If we ignore the

facts, they will, sooner or later, force themselves

on us and destroy our belief; while, if we de

spair, we despair. The saying that man cannot

live by bread alone means that he cannot live

in despair. He must always have the hope, at

least, of reconciling the facts of the universe

with that which he wishes to believe. In that

hope he is always exploring the facts, and at

the same time trying to restate what he wishes

to believe about them, so that, by this double

process, he may arrive at a reconciliation.

At the same time, we cling to the belief that,

if we could live rightly, we should arrive at a

reconciliation. The reconciliation is for us not

merely a matter of our understanding ;
it is

also a matter of our conduct. We have in

some way to adjust ourselves to the universe;

and we believe that, if we could so adjust our

selves, we should see that the universe is what

we desire it to be. That belief is faith, faith

4



THE FAILURE OF BELIEF

in the universe
;
and no man is utterly without

it, however he may express it. There are some
who say that man has no rights in the universe

at all, that the universe itself is good, however

much it disappoints the unreasonable hopes of

man. That may be a dreary faith
;
but it is

faith. It even implies that man might find

happiness, that the fault of his unhappiness and

error is all in him, and that he can rid himself

of both. All he has to do is to rid himself of

his own hopes, and then he will find that what

he hoped is true, that the universe is good, and

that it seemed to him not to be good only
because he himself was bad or a fool. That

belief, whether it expresses itself in religious or

in scientific terms, whether it tells us that the

ways of God are not our ways, or that there is

no God and that we are fools to wish for one,

is but an extreme expression of our belief that

we have to adjust ourselves to the universe.

We all believe more or less in the need for that

adjustment.
But we cannot finally or permanently believe

that, in the process of that adjustment, we have

to surrender our own ideas of what is good.
What we do believe is that these ideas are im

perfect in each one of us, and that, by a right

way of living, we may make them more perfect.

So we hope that, if by a right way of living we
do make them more perfect, we shall come to

5



WHAT IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN?

see that the universe is what we wish it to

be. That is what we mean by the process of

adjustment.
So the problem of reconciliation is one of

conduct as well as of thought for us
;

it is

practical no less than theoretical, and both in

one. We begin with our ideas of what is good ;

they are all that we have to go on
;
and we

believe that, if we live according to those ideas,

the ideas themselves will become more perfect,

and that, as they become more perfect, we shall

see that the facts of the universe can be recon

ciled with them. That belief, which is held

more or less unconsciously by all men, is the

Christian doctrine of faith and works. Its

truth can be tested only by experience.
But men, both individuals and whole socie

ties, are less concerned with this problem of

reconciliation at some times than at others.

They have their own means of preventing the

problem from becoming importunate either

theoretically or practically. For many years
before the war our whole western society did

very successfully prevent it from becoming

importunate. We called ourselves believers or

agnostics ; meaning either that the problem had

been solved for us, or that it could not be

solved at all. There was much argument
between the believers and the agnostics about

many questions of minor importance ;
but on

6



THE FAILURE OF BELIEF

the main question Is the universe a fraud ?

they were strangely silent. They would, both,

have been impatient at the raising of it, having,

as they thought, something better to do
;
and

this something better was, in the main, the

pursuit of material prosperity.

Does that seem unjust? Remember that,

however much we might argue about any ques

tion, we never allowed any conclusion to inter

fere with our pursuit of riches. A man might

say what he liked, if he did not by saying it

endanger the income of any rich man. There

was an implied condition in all our activities

intellectual, religious, artistic that they must

not interfere with the pursuit of riches. And,
because of this implied condition, we never did

seriously discuss the question Is the universe

a fraud ? We thought seriously about the best

way of succeeding in the universe as it is, and

be it what it may. We assumed that it was

worth succeeding in, and that, as a society, we
could succeed in it. So the fight between the

believer and the agnostic was a sham fight ;
it

did not make them enemies, as a fight for

material success would have done. The be

liever regretted the incredulity of the un

believer
;
the unbeliever shrugged his shoulders

at the credulity of the believer
;
but they were

at one in their resolve not to allow the question
Is the universe a fraud ? to become impor-
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WHAT IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN?

tunate. They differed only in the means by
which they prevented it from doing so.

But now, with the war, that question has

suddenly become importunate for us all, since

our material success has turned to failure. We
know that we have been living in a fool s

paradise; practically we have failed, in that

the war has happened failed, whatever the

nature of the universe may be. If there is

nothing in life but the struggle for life, then,

since the war was a struggle for death, we failed

in that struggle more utterly than if we were

wood-lice. While, if there is more in life than

the struggle for life, if our virtues are not

merely our private possession, but are also an

answer to some reality not ourselves, then,

indeed, we have failed. In the war men were

forced by their own consciences to do what was
in itself evil, to do to other men as they would

not be done by ;
and a society that forced them

into an action so contradictory has confessed

its failure.

It is vain to say that the war was all the

fault of the Germans. If they are a criminal

nation, they are a part of our European society ;

and a society cannot wash its hands of its

criminals
; they are the failures of the society

in which they exist. The Germans have acted

upon theories which our whole society produced,?
and in which, before the war, it took a pride.

8



THE FAILURE OF BELIEF

They have believed that the struggle for life is

the whole of life, and so has our whole society.

We have all talked nonsense, and they have

practised it
;
that is the difference between us.

The criminal is always he who practises the

nonsense talked by the respectable.

So we are impatient both of our old pretence
to have answered the question and of our old

despair of answering it. We are sick of the

sham fights between a faith that has failed

and a doubt that has failed. The old division

between believers and agnostics, both preferring
comfort to truth, is fast disappearing; and we
are becoming seekers, askers of questions which

we thought were answered or unanswerable.

We know that they are not answered, and we
cannot endure to be without an answer to them.

Like Pilate we cry What is truth ? but, unlike

him, we cannot see man crucified and wash our

hands of it. Is there anyone who can answer

our questions for us ?

There is a saying of Christ s,
&quot;

Ask, and it

shall be given you ; seek, and ye shall find
;

knock, and it shall be opened unto
you.&quot; This

and other sayings like it have been taken in

the past to have no precise meaning. Indeed,

many say that the seeking has been done,
once and fcr all. Those words were addressed

to Christ s own disciples, not to us. But how
if they were addressed to all men always?

9
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If no man can find unless he seeks ? If every
man can find who does seek ? At any rate,

we have become seekers, askers, knockers.

The question Is the universe a fraud ? is a

real one to us
;
and we cannot be content with

any answer that has been given in the past.

The Church professes to know what Christ

meant, and it professes to be sure that He
spoke the truth. But, if it does know what He
meant, then He has failed as the Church has

failed. Christ said passionately that the uni

verse was not a fraud. He said that we are

all children of our Father which is in Heaven.

But the best men now are not sure of that
;

they are still asking, and now more anxiously
than ever, whether the universe is a fraud.

And many of them are impatient of Chris

tianity because its theory has not been ex

pressed in practice, because its faith has not

produced works. They desire a theory that

will express itself in practice, a theory that will

convince men so utterly that they will be forced

to practise it. And they believe that there

must be some error in a theory which does not

lead to practice, in a faith so disconnected from

works. It is a plain fact that orthodox Chris

tians do not seem to be better than other men.

Christ said,
&quot; Let your light so shine before men

that they may see your good works and glorify

your Father which is in Heaven.&quot; But the light

10



THE FAILURE OF BELIEF

of the orthodox does not shine before us.

They are decent people enough, like the rest

of us. But, even if they go fasting to Com
munion and believe passionately in the Virgin

Birth, their passion seems to be confined to

that dogma. In other things they do not

differ from the rest of us
;

their conduct is no

more beautiful than ours
; they do not love us

any more than we love them, and they do not

constrain us to love them. They may say that

they have a secret, but we do not believe them.

They are to the mass of men a sect playing a

little private game of their own, and getting a

private satisfaction from it. Above all, they
fail to convince us that they know the nature

of the universe any better than we do. They
are no doubt honest in their belief that they
know it

;
but we wonder that they should be

satisfied with a universe such as they conceive

it to be. At any rate, we are not satisfied with

it. If all that they say is true, how little it

avails us
;
how little their knowledge of the

truth has changed the world. There has been

no contagion in it, no effect upon conduct.

They and all the rest of us act and think in

secular matters as if it were not true. A
Roman Catholic peer said lately that man was

a fighting animal, and that therefore it was vain

to talk of a league of peace. It remains pos
sible for him to hold a belief about the nature of

II
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man utterly inconsistent with that view which

he is supposed to hold about the nature of the

universe. In theory he is a Christian
;

in

practice, in politics, he does not differ from an

atheist or a materialist. Clearly the Christian

view of the universe has not convinced him.

If men are fighting animals by nature, then

they are not children of our Father which is in

Heaven
;
and God, if He exists at all, is not our

Father, but a being who has no relation with

us and no effect on us whatever. We re

main fighting animals just as if He did not

exist.

What we desire now is a faith to con

vince us that man is not a fighting animal a

faith so convincing that we and all men shall

be constrained to act on it. The dogmas of

orthodox Christianity have not so convinced

even the orthodox
; how, then, can they con

vince others ? The war has happened because

men have believed that they were fighting
animals. In Germany Catholics and Lutherans

alike have believed it, and have accepted a

state and a policy based on it. In England
we, whether believers or unbelievers, have

accepted an industrial system based upon it.

Some men have not believed it, but they have

often not called themselves Christians. The
creeds have not made the difference

;
belief in

God has not made it. The faith of those who
12



THE FAILURE OF BELIEF

do not believe that man is a fighting animal,

and for whom the universe is not a fraud, has

not been stated in any creed
;
and Christianity

must learn to state it if it is not to fail as it

has failed. Men will cease more and more to

believe in the God of the Christians, in the

whole body of Christian dogmas, if they find

that those dogmas do not preserve them from

action and from thought which make intoler

able nonsense of man s life and of the universe.

The orthodox may get a private comfort

from their beliefs
;
often they recommend them

as a source of comfort
; they tell us that

prayer brings them happiness. But now we
see that there has been too much private

comfort in the world. It is because men have

sought comfort that they have been blind to

the coming disaster. Like Sardanapalus they
have shut themselves in old palaces of thought
and feasted upon old sayings ;

and now there is

the writing on the wall and the enemy despair

thundering at the gates. God does not help
those who believe in Him, except to forget.

They may drug themselves with their belief in

Him
;
but now that our sons have died for us

we do not want drugs. We wish to be sure

that they died for more than us
;
and how are

we to be sure ?

But, if we are impatient of the Churches and

their answer, we are still more impatient of

13



WHAT IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN ?

those who have told us so complacently that

we can have no answer. You do not rid your
self of the question Is the universe a fraud ?

by denying God s existence. The belief in

God is an affirmation that the universe is no
fraud

;
and we cannot, by denying God, rid

ourselves of the desire to make that affirmation

in such a form that we shall be able to believe

it
;
and no one has yet made it in such a form.

There are those who glorify evolution, nature,
the Man vitale, and what not. But these are

only phrases, newer, uglier, emptier, and already

staler, than the phrase
&quot; Christ Crucified.&quot; Still

we ask why man is crucified, and they cannot

tell us. In our past of complacent prosperity
we may have comforted ourselves with the be

lief that man is not crucified, that evil is only
an illusion of his mind. But if evil is an illusion,

why have we that illusion which itself is evil ?

To say that evil exists only in the illusion of

man is merely to confine evil to the mind of

man. It is the doctrine of the unique wicked

ness of man in a new form. It answers nothing,
and can be held only by those who have not

thought about evil as long as the Catholic

Church has. For the Catholic Church has

been thinking about evil for nearly two thousand

years ;
and most of those who sneer at it have

no tradition of thought behind them. They
are content with solutions shallower than those
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of the Church
;
or they are proud of seeking no

solution with a pride shallower still. The
Catholic Church knows at least that evil is evil

and not something else. It knows that evil

can be overcome, if at all, only by a bitter

struggle against evil and not against something
else. There is that knowledge in the phrase
&quot; Christ Crucified,&quot; words which mean that

evil is so real that God Himself must suffer

to overcome it. Only He has not overcome

it. If Christ was God, and if He was crucified,

once and for all, then His suffering seems to

have been vain, like His doctrine. For was
there ever evil worse than this war, which

comes so many centuries after He suffered ?

Was Christ crucified in vain, and is man now
crucified in vain ? That is the question we ask,

and find no answer to satisfy us.

But answers implied in such phrases as &quot; the

survival of the fittest&quot; satisfy us least of all.

The words &quot; Christ Crucified
&quot;

did at least mean

everything to St. Paul, a man who faced dangers
and horrors such as we face now, who was
confronted with a towering evil that he knew
to be evil, and was not content with any vague,

complacent answer to the questions raised by
it. But what do the words &quot; the survival of the

fittest
&quot; mean ? Nothing but the survival of

those who survive. To make a faith out of

them is but to glorify success in surviving. If
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the test of fitness is mere survival, what proof
have we, in our short and narrow experience of

the process of evolution, that it favours the

survival of what we call virtue in man ? If the

Germans had won this war, if the world had
been persuaded by their victory that they were

right about the nature of the universe, and so

had conformed its beliefs and its way of life to

theirs, then, by the test of survival, they would

be right. We may say that they could not

win, that neither they, as they are, nor their

doctrines can survive. But if we say that, it is

pure dogma on our part, and a dogma not at

all involved in the phrase
&quot; the survival of the

fittest.&quot; That affirms only that those who sur

vive are the fittest
;
and we cannot prophesy

what kind of beings will ultimately survive. If

survival is the sole end of life, the process is

blind and the product unknown.

Now that we have won, we ask ourselves the

question we must ask Have these dead of

ours died in vain ? Shall we be satisfied with

the answer that they have died for our survival
;

and does the fact of our survival prove that we
are more fit to survive than they were? It is

a plain fact, of our minds at least, that we
cannot care a farthing for a universe in which

the human race exists only so that it may
survive

;
nor can we care a farthing for the

survival of the huiHWl race in such a universe.
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What we do value is the courage of those who
care for others more than for themselves. And
do we value it because it helps us to survive ?

Do you, who have lost your son, love his

memory because, through his death, you remain

safe at home to propagate more of your

species ?

It is vain to say that the struggle for life

produces those beings whom we most value,

and so justifies itself to our moral sense. It

produces also those whom we least value. It

produces qualities in ourselves and in others

that we hate. For all we know, it may ulti

mately perfect creatures that would shame any
universe we should think worth living in

creatures, not like those who die for us, but

like those who, uniformed in government offices,

are now surviving by a kind of protective

mimicry. There is nothing in the struggle for

life, as we see it, to convince us that it will

ensure the survival of all that we most value in

the nature of man. If we choose to believe that

it will ensure the survival of what we value, we
do so by an act of faith and not on any evidence

obtained from our observation of the struggle
itself. Science cannot give us that belief, and

no scientific jargon can conceal its failure to

give it. The failure is at least as complete as

that of orthodox religion.

Yet there have been men who were sure that
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the universe is not a fraud
;
above all, there

has been Christ. Even those who do not call

themselves Chiistians have all through the

centuries been allured by the strange beauty
and certainty of His words. &quot;

Ask, and it shall

be given you ; seek, and ye shall find
; knock,

and it shall be opened unto
you.&quot;

Christ did

believe that. Christ was sure that mankind

might be saved
;

not that certain individuals

might be saved in some formal way ordained

by a private God, but that the human race

might be saved
;
that is to say, might become

aware that the universe was good and might
become a part of its goodness. Behind the

doctrine of the redemption, there is that belief

of Christ s own
;
and His power lay in the fact

that He made other men believe it has made
some men believe it to this day. He believed

in a new earth brought about through the seeing,

not of a new heaven, but of the heaven that is

always there for men to see if they will. Men
have not seen it except in fragments and

gleams ;
but the seeing of it might come to

them
; and, if it did, the life of man would be

utterly different from what it had been in the

past. That was the belief of Christ
;
but there

are not many who hold it now. There are

those who believe in a private salvation, an

individual forgiveness of sin and assurance of

individual safety, an individual perfection even.
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But the notion of the salvation of mankind is

only a dream of poets like Shelley ;
and for

Shelley the dream is accomplished by the victory

of one obscure being over another
;
behind the

common blind life of man there is a conflict

of gods and demi-gods, there is the rise of

Demogorgon, the fall of Zeus, the triumph of

Prometheus, and the Millennium. That is very
like the Christian dogma of the Redemption ;

but it is not what Christ Himself believed. He
told men that they might themselves attain to

salvation
;
and He believed it with a certainty

that seems impossible to us now.

Always that hope of the redemption of man
kind has been confused with the hope of private

salvation. The error of the Church has been

to give up the greater hope for the smaller.

The Church says that Christ redeemed mankind

by His Crucifixion. But we all see that man
kind has not been redeemed

;
and this redemp

tion therefore means to the Church, must mean
to it, the redemption of individuals. But in two

thousand years we have advanced at least to

this point, that, if we have religion at all, we
cannot believe in private salvation. We see that

a man who could be content with his own

private salvation, or with the very notion of

private salvation,would prove by his contentment

that he was not saved. Salvation is seeing that

the universe is good, and becoming a part of that
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goodness : and the universe is not good, it is

nonsense, if some men are saved and others

not. Nor can we be satisfied any more with

that notion of salvation implied in the more

hopeful versions of the doctrine of evolution.

According to them evolution, like an artist,

spoils many lives to reach perfection at last.

The product in that case might be good, but the

process is not good. The human artist works

in dead matter, not in living creatures
;

if he

did, he would be a monster
;
and there are those

who would make such a monster of God Him
self. Men have been able to content themselves

with this notion of an evil process aiming at a

good product, only because they conceived it as

mere process, that is to say, as something not

entirely real. For process is not reality, it is

only our comment on reality ;
evolution is

merely our comment on certain observed facts,

and a comVnent that does not make evolution

any more good in itself than it is real in itself.

Behind the process, if there is a purpose in it,

we must look for a person ;
and the moment

we try to conceive of a person as thus marring

many lives so that he may reach perfection, we

see that such a person would be a monster, not

a God. No ! we are not satisfied with evolution,

and we are not satisfied with evolution become

God. Nor are we satisfied with the God who has

offered to men the chance of a private salvation
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through the death of Christ. It is not the salva

tion that Christ Himself offered to mankind.

Religion now means the hope of universal

salvation, and that was what Christ offered to

mankind. He told us that we might see the

universe to be good and might become a part

of its goodness. But in two thousand years
that has not happened ;

neither have men seen

the universe to be good, nor have they become

a part of its goodness. They are always mak

ing one apology for it or another, always trying
to justify the ways of God to man, or else the

ways of some process which they substitute for

God. But one apology after another fails to

convince. How absurd seem to us the apolo

gies of the past as absurd as the apologies of the

Germans for themselves. To read them puts one

out of conceit with life itself; and we may be

sure that our apologies, for all their change of

jargon, will seem no less absurd. Yet we still

believe that it is possible to justify the ways of

God to man, or of evolution, or whatever other

name we give to the universal process. If we
could see the universe, we should, we still believe,

see it to be good ;
and the unconquerable desire

to see it so sets us still trying to justify it, makes
us still impatient of all the apologies of the

past. And now more than ever impatient ;
for

either we have not seen the universe
; or, if it

is what we see, it certainly is not good. We
21
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long for some one who will tell us how to see

it
;
and we read the words of Christ and other

great ones with a new anxiety, as a mother

reads a book of medicine when her child is ill.

It becomes suddenly necessary to understand

their words exactly ;
and we believe that the

Churches have not understood them. If they

have, then the doctrine of Christ is as futile as

any other, and all those who have said that the

universe is not a fraud have told lies to comfort

themselves. I, for one, do not believe that they
have told lies or that Christ s doctrine is futile

;

but I do believe that His doctrine has not been

understood.



CHAPTER 11

CHRIST S DOCTRINE OF THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVEN

IF
you suspect that the Church may have mis

understood Christ s doctrine, you will at least

be led to read the Gospels with a new attention.

Let us, if we can, imagine a man of our own

time, intelligent and by nature religious, reading
them thus for the first time and with eager at

tention, because he has been told that in them

he will find the secret of salvation. Let us sup

pose also that he has never before heard of Christ

or of the Christian religion. What would be

most likely to excite his curiosity in the Gospels ?

As he read, he would see that Christ was pos
sessed by an idea and a purpose in one the

idea was the purpose, and the purpose the idea.

This idea, this purpose. He called the Kingdom
of Heaven, or the Kingdom of God, and by this

alone, He said, mankind could be saved. He was

always talking about it, always trying to explain
what He meant by it. He was on fire with it

;

and it led Him through His life to His death.
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He tells us that it is something contrary to the

common ideas and practice of men. Believed in,

it will reverse those ideas and that practice ;
it

has never done so yet. But it is clear that

Christ Himself found it hard to explain what

He meant by the Kingdom of Heaven, and yet

laboured incessantly to do so. He tried to

express it in one image or parable after another,

insisting always that it is the greatest thing in

life, that it is in the world though not of it, that

it is here and now, to be found here and now

by all men. What is needed, above all things,

is to find it, to be aware of it. It is like a

treasure hid in a field, that is to say, it is not

something that men see as a matter of course

and by nature
; but, when a man has found it,

he will sacrifice all so that he may possess it.

Many of His parables and images make it

clear that this Kingdom of Heaven is something
that exists independently of mankind

; yet
He tells us that it is within us. The image
of the treasure and the pearl of great price

would mislead, by themselves. The Kingdom
of Heaven is also like seed sown in the mind of

man. It cannot be found all at once and kept
like a treasure

;
it grows in men s minds like a

seed. In every man s mind its beginning is

small
;
for it is like a grain of mustard seed, the

least of all seeds
;
but when it has grown it is

the greatest of all herbs. And it is like leaven,
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which acts upon the meal with which it is

mixed, being itself small in quantity compared
with the meal. So it is both outside us and

within us.

All this is very puzzling; but it is to be

assumed that Christ meant something by it,

something which He Himself found it difficult to

express. If He could have put it more plainly
He would surely have done so. For He believed

that He had found this Kingdom of Heaven, and

passionately wished all other men to find it.

He called it the Kingdom of Heaven, or of

God, because that was a phrase familiar to His

hearers, which meant to them the best that man
could dream of. Christ said that this dream
was a fact, and one that He Himself had seen

something more real to Him than a cow in a

field. What did He mean by it ? That is the

question our imaginary reader would ask him

self; and then he would hear that there was
a religion called the Christian, founded on the

words of Christ, and a Christian Church exist

ing to discover exactly what Christ meant, and
to practise it. Being, then, eager to know what
Christ meant by the Kingdom of Heaven, he

would turn eagerly to that Church, or to some

portion of it, to see what had been discovered

about the meaning of the Kingdom of Heaven.

Let us imagine then that he turns to the Church
of England, and is told that he will find all that
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the Church officially has to say about its re

ligion, all that is necessary for a member of it

to believe, in its Book of Common Prayer. How
eagerly would he search in that book for the

meaning of the Kingdom of Heaven !

First he would turn, naturally, to the Creeds,
as being statements of the most essential

Christian belief; and in them he would find

this information, about Heaven, not the King
dom of Heaven that it was made by God, and
that Christ came down from it and ascended

into it the third day after He rose from the

dead. &quot; There He sits on the right hand of

God the Father, and from thence He shall come
to judge the quick and the dead. . . .&quot; This

Heaven, he would see at once, is not Christ s

Kingdom of Heaven. The Creeds are talking
of something quite different, namely, a place to

be distinguished from this earth. Their Heaven
could not be found, like a treasure in a field

;

nor could it be sown in men s hearts and grow
there. But this, he might say, is a difficulty of

mere language. The Christians, for some reason,

have altered the meaning of the word Heaven.

Yet still he would look in the Creeds for an ex

planation of what Christ meant by His Kingdom
of Heaven. Call it what you will, it was the

idea, the purpose, that possessed him, that

which He laboured constantly to express, that

for which He lived and died and, from be-
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ginning to end, the Creeds do not say one

word about it.

Then he might turn to the Catechism, as

being an instruction in the Christian faith to be

learned by every one before confirmation. Here

again he would find the same difficulty of words.

The Kingdom of Heaven is mentioned
;
those

who are baptized are said to be thereby made
inheritors of it

;
and it is clearly not Christ s

Kingdom which we have to find like a treasure

in a field.

There still remain the Thirty-nine Articles.

They were agreed upon by the archbishops, the

bishops, and the whole clergy, to avoid diversities

of opinion and to establish consent touching
true religion. They are stated to contain the

true doctrine of the Church of England agree
able to God s word

;
and their purpose is to end

&quot;the curious and unhappy differences which

have for so many hundred years, in different

times and places, exercised the Church of

Christ.&quot; Now, since the religion of Christ is

mainly concerned with this Kingdom of Heaven
of His, and since it was something He found

very hard to express, it is to be expected that

curious and unhappy differences would have

arisen about what He meant by it. So our

imaginary reader, finding a document designed
to end these differences, would confidently ex

pect it to be much concerned with the meaning
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of the Kingdom of Heaven. But what would

he find ? Elaborate statements of doctrines

about which Christ Himself said nothing at all,

and refutations of errors that do not seem to

be connected with anything that He taught.

Now, anyone who knows anything about Church

history knows that, where Christians have been

interested, there they have disputed. Since

they have not disputed about the Kingdom
of Heaven, since the Articles do not find it

necessary to denounce one single error about

it, it is clear that neither the Church nor the

heretics have been interested in it, although
Christ Himself was more interested in it than

in anything else.

So, if our imaginary inquirer were told of

the present general complaint against the Church

of England, and all forms of orthodox Chris

tianity, that they have failed both to satisfy the

reason of men and to control their conduct,

would he not be likely to guess that the cause

of the failure was to be found, perhaps, not in

a vain effort to understand and practise the

doctrine of Christ, but in a lack of effort to

do either? The documents of the Church of

England at least prove that that Church has

shown no curiosity, even, about the matter that

possessed Christ s own mind and controlled His

conduct.

Why this has happened it is hard to say.
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There is little curiosity shown about Christ s

Kingdom of Heaven in the New Testament

itself, in the Epistles of St. Paul and the

other Apostles. The first Christians seem to

have thought it meant a revolution of the

whole order of the universe, which was to

happen very soon. Then, since it did not

happen, they took it to mean a place, or

state of being, utterly different from this

world or our present state of being, to which

we shall attain if we believe what we ought to

believe and act as we ought to act. It is hard

to understand how they got this meaning from

the words of Christ, why His parables and

images did not more excite their curiosity ;
but

their notion of the Kingdom of Heaven has

persisted to this day.

We shall be told, of course, that they must

have known what Christ meant by it better

than we can know
;
but it is clear that, on one

point, they were mistaken about the meaning
and intention of Christ. They certainly be

lieved that He was coming very soon to estab

lish a new Kingdom on earth
;
that He would

return, while some of themselves were yet alive,

and would take them away with Him to Heaven.

St. Paul, in the Epistle to the Thessalonians,

says so as plainly as words can say it. On this

point either they were mistaken about the mean

ing of Christ for they must have believed that
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Christ Himself had told them this or He
Himself was in error. Every Christian must

reject the second alternative
;
and there remains

only the first. But if the Early Church, the very

disciples of Christ, could be mistaken on a matter

of such moment, it is not presumptuous in us

to conjecture that they might have misunder

stood His whole doctrine of the Kingdom of

Heaven. We have His teaching about it
;
and

we can find little congruity between His teaching
and theirs

;
or rather, they seem to have ignored

His teaching and to have concerned themselves

with other matters.

Now, if you ask an orthodox Christian to-day
what he supposes Christ to have meant by the

Kingdom of Heaven, you are likely to find that

he has never asked himself that question. He

supposes the phrase to be one of those metaphors
which divines constantly use without meaning

anything very precise by them. The Kingdom
of Heaven means something good, something
we all ought to desire, something that will be

given to us for a reward, if we believe what we

ought to believe and act as we ought to act.

It is, in fact, a kind of celestial x, a phrase into

which Christ fell when He wished to edify, when
He was talking of mysteries a useful phrase,

and one which the clergy constantly use now.

They are always talking of the Coming of the

Kingdom ;
and the National Mission printed
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on its poster :

&quot;

Repent, for the Kingdom of

Heaven is at hand.&quot; But the world now will

not be content with such phrases ;
it is asking

passionately or bitterly, Is there a Kingdom
of Heaven at all, and who can assure us of it ?

Christ Himself was very sure of it
;
and there

fore we may suppose He meant something pre

cise by it. What did He mean ?

Now it is clear, in the first place, that He
meant something here and now, something we
can see if we will, a reality more real than what

is perceived with the senses yet not to be per

ceived with the senses; and a reality which,

when once it is perceived, will transform a

man s thought and feeling and conduct. Christ

speaks as if He Himself had seen this reality,

was constantly aware of it, and through it had

attained to a certainty about many matters that

perplex the mass of men. And it was this

certainty that made men listen to Him. He

spoke with authority and not as the Scribes
;

He spoke of what He knew and not on hearsay.

Though men could not understand what He
said about the Kingdom of Heaven, yet they
felt the power of it in Him. It was something
not Himself that possessed Him, that had be

come Him
;
and upon them it threw the spell,

if not of reason, yet of beauty.

We have to remember that Christ spoke to

a people unused to ideas, and in a language
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poor in all general terms. His Kingdom of

Heaven was at the same time something He
Himself had seen, and also an idea that could

be expressed only in general terms. But He had

no general terms in which to express it. We,
even if we know nothing of philosophy, are

influenced, both in our thought and in our ex

pression of it, by a long tradition of philosophic

effort. We all make use of some general or

abstract terms which do themselves affect our

thinking. Often they affect it viciously, so that

we speak of concrete things in abstract terms.

But Christ was forced by the language He used

to speak of abstract things in concrete terms
;

and we, unaware of this necessity, do not see

the abstract in His concrete language, do not

see the idea in the image. So, when He speaks
of a Kingdom of Heaven, our minds lay stress

on the word Kingdom, and we think of an

actual kingdom, a place ;
in fact we misunder

stand Him just as His hearers did, though for

a different reason. They knew only concrete

things ;
we are so used to talk of abstractions

that we cannot see the idea in a concrete

image. We expect ideas to be expressed only
in the language of ideas.

And there is this further difficulty, that

Christ by the Kingdom of Heaven meant an

idea that was also a fact to Him, one that He
was actually and immediately aware of. It
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was more real to Him than all those material

images in which He expressed it; they were

under-, not over-statements, of its reality. In

fact, when Christ spoke of the Kingdom of

Heaven, He spoke of the nature of reality as He
Himself saw it, and said that it was different in

nature from what men supposed who knew

only the world of the senses. It was some

thing utterly surprising, and would lead, in

those who saw it, to surprising conduct, the

conduct which he describes in the Sermon on

the Mount. To the orthodox that conduct is

what God commands
;

to Christ it is the

conduct natural to man when he knows the

Kingdom of Heaven, as natural as eating and

drinking are to men who see food and are

hungry. He tells us, not merely of certain

principles on which we ought to act, principles

that might be a matter of argument. For Him
there is no arguing about the Kingdom of

Heaven
;

it is seen or not seen. Where it is

seen, it convinces and constrains, makes a man
one in feeling, thought, and action

;
where it

is not seen, men see only a nonsense world and

can have no principles at all.

This vision of the idea is something we do

not understand. For us there are ideas and

things perceived with the senses. But Christ s

Kingdom of Heaven is an idea seen more

clearly than we can see a cow in a field. That
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is the meaning of the word visionary. It

means one who sees an idea more clearly than

we see a cow in a field, sees that the idea is

reality ;
and it is hard for such a one to

explain to us in human language, whether it be

over-concrete or over-abstract, what the idea is

that he has seen. If he uses abstract language,

he leaves out the reality ;
if he uses concrete,

he leaves out the idea. Christ used concrete

language, and so, for His hearers, left out the

idea
;
and we now have to discover and to

express it as best we can.

Let us begin with one saying in the Sermon

on the Mount :

&quot; Blessed are the pure in heart :

for they shall see God.&quot; The Thirty-nine

Articles, if they showed any interest in the

doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven, would

contain an explanation of those words, which

have been misunderstood all through the

centuries. More or less grossly, we still mis

understand the words blessed, pure in heart
&amp;gt;

see, and God. We think of blessed as meaning
blest by some one, rewarded by some one, in

this case God. We think of pure in heart as

meaning only sexually, or at least morally,

pure. We think of seeing as meaning actual

ocular vision
;
and we think of God as the

Hebrew God, as a royal person sitting on a

throne, to whose presence the pure in heart

will be admitted after death as a special
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privilege. No doubt many will protest that

they do not misunderstand the words thus

grossly; but can they say clearly how they
understand them ? Do they believe that

Christ means something quite precise by them ?

At any rate, the grosser misunderstanding has

been common all through the centuries, and is

common to this day ;
and the Articles, which

warn us against the vain talk of the Pelagians
and the errors of the Church of Rome, say

nothing of this text or the manner in which

it has been misunderstood
; although it contains

the essence of the very difficult doctrine of the

Kingdom of Heaven.

What, for instance, does Christ mean by the

pure in heart ? He means more than sexually
or even morally pure. He means rather what

we call single-minded. He is always telling us

that we profit by things only when we cease

to seek our own profit in them. The single-

minded are those who are, as we say, interested

in people or things for their own sake, and not

with an eye to any profit that can be got out

of them. They are interested in them, as an

artist is interested in beauty or a philosopher
in truth, not as a financier is interested in

stocks and shares
;
interested because they are

aware of some virtue in the things themselves,

a virtue independent of themselves and of any
profit they can get from them. This kind of
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interest is what makes men single-minded ;

and it is a condition of all the highest ex

cellence, as we know by experience. A man
can do nothing supremely well unless in his

work he expresses some interest in things

themselves. He cannot make a pair of boots

supremely well unless he is interested in the

making of boots, not merely in the earning of

wages. He cannot teach children well at all

unless he is interested in the children
; and,

the higher the activity, the more surely is

single-mindedness a condition of excellence in

it. That we all know by experience ;
but

Christ goes further. He says that those who
are single-minded, that is to say single-minded

altogether and not only in some one interest,

are blessed, that is to say happy, because they
shall see God. We are so used to His words,

and to the assumption that they have no pre

cise meaning, that they do not seem daring to

us. But they would seem daring to us if we

understood precisely what they mean, and if we

believed that Christ meant what He said in

them. He did not, of course, mean that the

single-minded would see God as we see a cow

in a field, actually with their eyes. As St. John

says,
&quot; No man hath seen God at any time.&quot;

But He did mean that they would see a reality

we do not see, in such a way that it would

become more real to them than the world of
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sense is to us
; and, further, that they would

know this reality to be supremely good. And
He meant more even than that, namely, that

they would know this reality to be God, to be

living and personal, more living, more personal,

than human beings are. Most of us can

hardly believe that He meant that, actually

meant it as more than a pious opinion. But

Christ, as we can see from the Gospels, was

not given to uttering pious opinions. We
speak of the Sermon on the Mount

;
but His

sayings are not at all like what we hear in

most sermons. Many of them must have

seemed to the divines of His day to be in ex

ceedingly bad taste
;
indeed they said that He

had a devil. So, whether we believe Him or

not, we may take it that, when He said anything,
He did mean it, not as a pious opinion, but in

some very precise sense, even though we our

selves find it difficult to grasp that sense.

When He said that the pure in heart would see

God, He meant that they would be aware of

God with the most extreme certainty that the

human mind is capable of. He used the word
see to express that certainty, just as He used

the word God to express the reality and the

supremacy of goodness. For to Him, as to all

men, goodness could not be real unless it were

living and personal, more living, more personal,

than men are. He could not believe in an
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abstract process of goodness apart from a living

Being who is good.
It is clear, from the passion with which

Christ speaks of seeing God and of the King
dom of Heaven, that He believed Himself to

have seen God thus, and thus to be aware of

the Kingdom of Heaven. God is to Him the

Kingdom of Heaven in its utmost intensity,

the reality at the heart of that reality. The

orthodox are apt to believe that, since Christ

was God, He knew the Kingdom of Heaven

from an experience of it denied to men in this

life. He was telling them of what he knew

from another life, from ranges of experience

necessarily denied to mankind. And that,

perhaps, is the chief reason why the orthodox

have shown so little curiosity about His

doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven. It is

not to them something they themselves might
see if they would

;
it is only something

that Christ tells us about, from His divine

and supernatural knowledge of it. But Christ

Himself insisted that men might see it, if they

would, here and now. His effort was, not to

tell mankind about it, but to show it to them
;

and He said that those who saw it would be

convinced, not by Him, but by it.
&quot; To this

end was I born, and for this cause came I

into the world, that I should bear witness

unto the truth. Every one that is of the truth
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heareth My voice.&quot; There for once He spoke
in general and abstract terms. Those who are

of the truth, those who seek truth for its own

sake, will listen to Him and know that what

He says is true. Those who see the Kingdom
of Heaven will know that He speaks truth

about it.

This saying of Christ s has been curiously

ignored by orthodox Christians. I was lately

walking near the National Gallery, when I

saw this text displayed by a sandwich-man,

shambling in the gutter :

&quot; Believe on the*

Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved,

thou and thy house.&quot; The fatal error of the

orthodox was expressed in that one little

word on. They believe on or in the Lord

Jesus Christ, but they do not believe Him^
for they have not even tried to understand

what He said. It was the Kingdom of Heaven

that He wished men to believe in, to see, to

make. But after two thousand years there is

the war, and London, and sandwich-men bear

ing the command to &quot; Believe on the Lord

Jesus Christ
&quot;

as a slavish burden. There is

an image of Christianity as it is. Belief in

Christ is a burden which the world is throw

ing off, because it has never believed Him.

This Kingdom of Heaven, then, was to

Him a reality of which He was aware with

supreme certainty. Can we understand at all
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the nature of that reality and that certainty?
There are times when we ourselves feel a

supreme certainty ;
not one that we take for

granted like the certainty of the existence of

things seen with the eye, but one that our

whole nature consents to and asserts
;
one that

demands expression, as being both new and

yet also what we have known and shall know
for ever. One instance of it is the certainty
we feel when we experience fully a great work

of art a certainty of its reality and its value

in one. The reality is what we value, and

we value it because it is so utterly real. The

strange thing about this certainty is that,

because of its very intensity, we cannot say

clearly what we are certain about
;
and that,

it seems, was the nature of Christ s certainty

about the Kingdom of Heaven. He is always

telling us rather that He is certain of it, of its

value and reality, than what it is. That He
can express only in parables and images,

insisting at the same time that we can see

it if we will. Now we also, when we have

experienced a great work of art and are filled

with the certainty of its reality and value,

wish others to experience it so and to be filled

with the same certainty. And we know the

exasperation of trying to explain that reality

and value to those who cannot or will not

see it. There is no language in which we
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can express it
;
and yet we feel that the fault

is not so much in our expression as in their

minds, that will not see what we see. In

them is some obstruction or inhibition that

we cannot remove. They will say, very likely,

that tastes differ; that one man s meat is

another man s poison, and so on
;

but it is

part of our certainty to know that, in this

case, it is not a matter of difference of taste,

as when one man likes an onion and another

does not
;

it is a matter of seeing and not

seeing.

But we cannot remove this obstruction

from other men s minds, unless we are aware

of the same kind of obstruction in our own

and know how to deal with it in ourselves.

We may see in one case, but in others we

do not see. The wisest of men are always

being surprised by their own stupidity ;
and

they are wise because they see their stupidity

and confess it. They know that they are

always failing to understand, because they
fail to see; and they know that the obstruc

tion which prevents them from seeing, either

the beauty of a work of art or any other kind

of excellence, is some expectation of their own
which demands satisfaction and is disappointed.

Of works of art, of human beings, of all things,

we demand this or that, and, when we do not

get it, we condemn them. It is this demand of
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ours that prevents us from seeing what they
have to give, which cuts us off from their

virtue
;

and the wise man, the man who is

fed and enriched by the virtue of all things,

is he who is on his guard against his own
demands. Thus, where we find our own

certainty of the reality and value of a work
of art not shared by another, we can only
make him share it by discovering what demand
he has made upon that work, what false ex

pectation he has formed of it, and by removing
the demand, the expectation, from his mind.

That is not what the artist would give you
we must say. He is not trying to say that

to you, but something else
; forget what you

expect him to say and listen for what he does

say ; then, and only then, will you hear it.

Now Christ felt that supreme certainty of the

value and beauty of the universe which we feel

sometimes about the value and beauty of a

work of art. He felt it because He had seen it,

because He did constantly experience the uni

verse itself, as we sometimes experience a work

of art
;
and He desired to make other men share

His experience of it
;
not merely so that He

might make them good, but because such an

experience is not complete until it is shared. A
man cannot live the life of that utter conviction

which is happiness, alone
;

it does not become

happiness until it is common. The very mean-
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ing of fellowship is that happiness does not

become happiness until it is common. Christ

wished to share His secret with all men, so that

it should be no longer a secret
;
He was moved

;

by the same passion for communication that

makes men produce works of art. But He also

was constantly aware of an obstruction in men s

minds which prevented them from seeing what

He saw
;
and this obstruction was the demands

they made upon each other, upon life, upon the

universe. So the Sermon on the Mount is an

effort to remove those demands demands upon

men, upon God Himself. What He says, all

through that Sermon and in all His teaching,

is Do not demand this or that
; forgo your

own expectations ;
and then you will see what

life, what God, has to give you ;
for you will

see reality, you will see God, and know that

He is good. All the Beatitudes are blessings

upon those who have ceased to demand. The

poor in spirit, the meek, the merciful, the peace

makers, are those who have forgotten their own
demands upon life, and who therefore see what

life has to give them. It is not a negative

doctrine, though it has seemed so to those who
cherish their own demands. Christ sees that

our demands are themselves negative ; they are

refusals of that which life has to give ; they are

blindness, stupidity, obstinacy. The positive is

that which life offers us, the reality we may see
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as He saw it, if we will remove the obstructions

in our own minds.

But what is the nature of the demands we
all naturally and instinctively make upon life,

upon each other, upon all things, even upon
God, if we believe in Him ? It is that they shall

be of use to us, that they shall in some way or

other help us to go on living. The devout

often demand of God that He shall give them
eternal life. They see Him in a relation

of use to themselves, and therefore, according
to Christ s doctrine, do not see Him at all.

According to that doctrine we see the reality

of nothing so long as we see it in a relation of

use to ourselves, so long as it is to us merely

something that helps us to go on living. And
the reason is plain. Things do not exist so

that they may help us to go on living. Their

reality is not in the help which they give us

but in themselves, and, if we are to see that

reality, we must escape from the relation of use

to them and try to see them as they are. Then
we shall find that we do rise into another rela

tion with them a relation more positive, more

real, in which we see reality itself, see that

which Christ called the Kingdom of Heaven.

Christ had never heard of the struggle for life

or the instinct of self-preservation ;
at least, He

had never heard of the modern theories con

nected with those phrases. But He was aware
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of the struggle and the instinct
;
and by purity

of heart or single-mindedness He meant the con

quest of the instinct of self-preservation, victory
not in, but over, the struggle for life. Yet He
differed from Schopenhauer and from all those

Oriental theories to which Schopenhauer gave
a modern expression, in that for Him life was

not an evil, nor was even the desire to go on

living evil in itself. For Schopenhauer there is

nothing but escape from the will to live, and it

is escape into nothingness. For Christ it is an

escape from the negative into the positive, from

the unreal into reality. Christ believed in a

reality both within man and outside him
;
the

reality withia him could make answer to the

reality without him. The Kingdom of Heaven
is both within and without us

;
and within us

it can make answer to itself without us. And
it is because we have the Kingdom of Heaven
within as well as without us that we are capable
of sin. The struggle for life, the instinct of self-

preservation, is not sinful in itself. Christ is

not ascetic
;
as He said Himself,

&quot; The son of

man came eating and drinking, and you called

him a gluttonous man and a wine-bibber.&quot; He
did not wish men to mortify themselves in

cessantly ;
He did not believe in the malice of

God, rilling the world with temptations and

saving only those who refuse all natural joys.

For Him sin is the refusal of the Kingdom of
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Heaven, of reality when it offers itself. He
was exasperated with men when they would
not listen to the music, for He knew that they
had the power to hear it. He did not ask men
to commit a slow suicide of refusal, like the

eremites in the wilderness. He saw life with

all its animal wants as the medium in which

we become aware of reality. But He was angry
with those who allowed their animal wants to

oust the spirit in them
;
and still more with

those in whom the spirit itself became animal

and made demands. For the spirit, according
to His conception of it, acts rightly when it

makes no demands but sees reality and accepts
it. So, when the spirit itself makes demands,
it is subdued to the animal in us

;
and that is

sin. He denounced the Pharisees because they
made spiritual demands. They did not try to

see reality, to see the Kingdom of Heaven, but

conceived of it according to their own desires.

They saw all things, including God Himself, in

a relation of spiritual use to themselves. To
see things in a relation of spiritual use to our

selves, that is sin
;

it is the misuse and perver
sion of the spirit ;

and the spirit, so perverted,
even though it may utterly overcome the flesh,

is itself animal, is engaged in a struggle for life

and subdued to that struggle.

There are things which we must see in a

relation of use to ourselves, if we are to live at
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all. For instance, food is to us rightly and

naturally that which we eat
; and, if we grow

cabbages, we are necessarily in a relation of use

to them. But there are other things which we
cannot understand at all if we see them only in

the relation of use. For instance, music. If I

listen to a symphony by Beethoven, expecting
it to give me some information of use to my
self, information that will help me to increase

my income or cure my indigestion, I shall not

hear the music at all, and it will be to me a

mere chaos of sounds. The music does not

exist to give me useful information. It is

music, not because it contains such information,
but because there is in it a certain relation of

notes to each other, and not to my wants.

The notes in that relation are music, but if that

relation is not perceived they are a nonsense of

sounds. And, if I am to perceive that relation

which makes the music, I must listen with the

object of perceiving it and not of getting some

profit for myself. True, to perceive it will

profit me
;

I shall have the delight of ex

periencing beauty. But the paradox of the

process is this, that I shall not experience the

beauty if I try to experience it with an eye to

my own profit. For in that case I shall have

certain expectations and make certain demands
of my own upon it. Not perhaps that it shall

increase my income or cure my indigestion,
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but that it .shall give me just the kind of

pleasure I expect of it. If I am to experience
the music as it is, I must forget about myself
and all my demands and expectations, and

allow myself to fall in love with it, if I can
;

I

must allow that relation, which is the music,

to happen to me.

Now, according to Christ, the universe, in

its nature, is not like cabbages which we grow
for our own kitchens

;
it is like music. Its

reality consists in a relation which is not a

relation of use to us at all
;
and we must get

ourselves and our own wants and demands
and expectations out of the way, if we are to

be aware of that reality. But, further, to be

aware of that reality of the music of the uni

verse is the highest good, the highest happi
ness. Then we ourselves become part of the

music
;
we are by hearing the music constrained

to make ourselves part of it
;

for it is a real

music, irresistible in its beauty, and we cannot

but dance to it when we hear it. He Himself

heard it and danced to it
;
and the beauty of

His dance, of His life, of His whole state of

being, has for two thousand years allured the

world, even while the world would not under

stand the meaning of it.

Does this seem to be mere mysticism ? Let

us test it, not in art, which to many of us is a

mere luxury of life, but in science, which we
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all allow to be a serious business of the greatest

use to man. The progress of science has always
been hindered by man s habit, acquired through

ages of the struggle for life, of explaining all

things in terms of use to himself. For instance,

so long as man believed that the sun was a

candle set up in heaven to give light to the

earth, he believed also that the sun went round

the earth. Being there to light the earth,

what else should it do ? It was necessary to

contemplate the sun as an object in itself, and

without any thought of its use to man, before

its true relation to the earth could be dis

covered.

No doubt the primitive man of business

thought that the primitive man of science was

a useless fool
;
and yet the man of science, by

ceasing to be occupied with his own struggle
for life, by ceasing to see all things in a relation

of use to himself or to mankind, made dis

coveries that have been of infinite use to man
kind. Man prospers in the struggle for life

above all other creatures because he is able,

rarely and with great difficulty, to see things
not in a relation of use to himself. Of man,
at least, it is true that he advances, if the word
advance has any meaning either spiritual or

material, not by subduing himself to the

struggle for life, but by forgetting it in his

passion for something else, for that relation of
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things, not a relation of their use to us, which

is truth. No truths have been more useful to

man, in his very struggle for life, than those

utterly abstract truths which we call mathe

matical
; yet they began to be discovered by

men who saw no use in them whatever
;
and

they would never have been discovered at all

if the aim had been to make use of them.

The mathematician is single-minded ;
and

because of his single-mindedness he sees one

aspect at least of that which Christ called the

Kingdom of Heaven. Christ did not say that

mathematics were a part of the Kingdom of

Heaven
;
He did not say that beauty was a

part of it
;
but we can apply His doctrine of the

Kingdom to all things, and the more we apply
it the more we see it is true.

It might seem needless to apply it to morals,

since every one thinks of Christ as a moral

teacher, and many think of Him as nothing
else. And yet they misunderstand the very
nature of His morality, even, because they do

not apply that doctrine to it.

We cannot enter into a moral relation with

other men until we cease to see them in a

relation of use to ourselves. Virtue and vice

have no meaning for us while we see them in

that relation. We all know how a selfish man
will affect moral judgments ;

and we are

amused by the manner in which his judgments
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are controlled by his own self-interest. Good
and evil are mere words to him, which he has

learned to use for his own profit ;
he has not

got them out of his own experience, he has

merely stolen them from those who have. We
must rid ourselves of the very conception of

use before we can attain to the conception of

good and evil
; and, until we escape from the

relation of use in our dealings with other men,
we can know nothing of men s real nature.

They do not themselves exist, any more than

the sun exists, so that they may be of use to

us. But the complete egoist sees all men as

satellites of himself. He has an egocentric

conception of mankind as once men, in their

common egotism, had a geocentric conception
of the universe

;
and in that egocentric con

ception he is blind to the reality of men as

once we were all blind to the reality of the

sun.

What can you learn about men, when you
are rushing to catch a train or struggling for

food in a crowd ? All the others, rushing and

struggling, are mere hindrances to you ; they
are animals, and you are but one animal among
them. All you and they can think of is the

train and the food. People who live thus,

always rushing and struggling, always seeing
themselves and others as animals, may learn

how to catch trains or how to snatch food, but
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they learn nothing else
;

and what they do

learn teaches them nothing beyond itself. It

is called worldly wisdom
; but, according to

Christ, there is another wisdom that will teach

you the whole truth about mankind, not merely
how to get the better of them. And the

beginning of this wisdom is freedom from the

desire to get the better of them, or of any

thing.

That freedom is not morals merely ;
it is a

right relation to all things, a relation of feeling

and thought no less than of action. It is the

power of seeing all men and things as they

are, and not as they are of use to you. As

for the sayings of the Sermon on the Mount,

they are but instructions for carrying that right

relation into action. Christ saw that that

relation must be action as well as thought and

feeling, if it is to be at all. He saw that there

is no difference between the mind in contem

plation and the mind in action. What we

think and feel, that we do
;
and what we do,

that we think and feel.
&quot; Blessed are the poor

in spirit : for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.&quot;

Do not insist on your rights ; for, if you do,

you will see men as they affect those rights ;

you will not see them as they are in themselves.
&quot; Blessed are the meek : for they shall inherit

the earth.&quot; All that is best worth having

comes to him who does not insist on his rights
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to anything. If your mind is set on your right

to anything, you can enjoy only the main

tenance of your right, not the thing itself.

Men who fight for the earth and gain whole

tracts of it for themselves have, in the very

fighting, lost the power of enjoying it. You
can inherit the earth, as its own child, only
when it is not yours to you but the mother of

all men. It is the poet who inherits the earth

without owning it, not the man who toils to

become a landowner, and then puts up barbed

wire and threatening notices.

Christ does not tell us to cultivate this

meekness, this poverty of spirit, so that we

may acquire merit through them, still less so

that we may irritate the wicked by the dis

play of them. They are but the technique of

the right relation to all things. You are not

to think of your own virtues or your own

salvation, or of yourself at all. Your moral

state may matter to God
;

but it must not

matter to you ;
or you will become unpleasant

to other men, and at last to yourself also
; you

will lose salvation by seeking it. If you are

meek, you will be infuriating in your meekness.

You will return the soft answers that do not

turn away wrath. Your concern should be,

not with yourself at all, but with the Kingdom
of Heaven, to see that and enjoy that, not to

see and enjoy yourself.
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It is a misfortune that Christ, speaking to

the Jews, a people almost morbidly concerned

with conduct, seems to speak only of conduct,

and always in moral terms. His doctrine can

not be understood unless it is applied to the

whole mind and nature of man and to all

human activities. The essence of it is that, by
feeling, thinking, acting according to a certain

principle, we shall become aware of reality,

shall ourselves become part of it, and shall see

that it is good. Why we listen to Christ, why
we are enthralled by His words, even when we
do not understand them, is because He does

convince us that He Himself saw this reality,

and was a part of it. But it is not enough to

be enthralled
;
we need also to understand.

His truth, if it is truth, is not merely His, but

the truth
;
and we can apply it illimitably, far

beyond the applications of it that He gave us.

They are but instances, not commands. They
are the gospel, not the law. There is, in fact,

a logic in His doctrine of the Kingdom of

Heaven, of infinite application ;
and in the

next chapter I will try to apply that logic.
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CHAPTER III

THE LOGIC OF THE DOCTRINE

LET
us first apply the logic of the doctrine

of the Kingdom of Heaven to the ques
tion Is the universe a fraud ? How will it

cause us to approach that question ? Not as

the mass of men, whatever their beliefs, do

naturally approach it. They begin by assum

ing that the &quot; natural
&quot; man is capable of form

ing some judgment about the nature of the

universe, though the extreme agnostic may
form the judgment that he can know nothing
about it. Still, that is a judgment, and one

that he affirms about all men. He knows this

at least about the nature of the universe, that

it is unknowable. Orthodox Christians, on

the other hand, say that certain things about it

are known, and can be known by all men.

Christian Churches and sects differ as to the

amount that is known
;

but for all of them

something is known, as, for instance, the exist

ence of God and the immortality of the soul.

These, as we say, are dogmas, and you must
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accept the dogma of each Church and sect if

you are to be of it. In every dogma there is

an appeal to authority, no matter how limited

the appeal may be
;
there is, in fact, compul

sion. The Church, the sect, tells you to begin

by believing this or that, because you are told

that it is true. It assumes that you, as a

natural man, are capable of believing this or

that about the nature of the universe
;
and it

tells you also to base all your other beliefs and

your conduct upon these dogmas, whether they
be many, as in the Church of Rome, or few, as

in some sects.

On the other hand, the agnostic, the un

believer, whether he be negative or positive in

his unbelief, makes his appeal to reason, to the

reason of the natural man. He also believes

in authority, in compulsion, though of another

kind the authority and compulsion of the

reason. All science would force us to accept
this or that by compulsion of the reason. It

says to us If you will not believe this in spite

of the proofs offered, then you are irrational,

and science can have no dealings with you.
Thus there are certain mathematical statements

which the reason is forced to accept ;
and

science has forced the reason to accept, at least

provisionally, a number of other more con

crete statements about reality as we know it.

Upon the acceptance of these all further
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activities of science are necessarily based, and

science makes its appeal to the reason of the

natural man. Within its own province it is

bound to do so.

Now the doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven

tells us that we can attain to knowledge of

the nature of the universe, not by any kind

of compulsion, whether of authority or of the

reason, but by conversion. It tells us that the

natural man cannot, by the use of his faculties

as they are, know anything of the nature of the

universe. He must exercise those faculties in

a new way, and exercise all of them, if he is to

know anything of it. For reality is not the

universe as we see it by nature
;
what we see

by nature is a nonsense universe with gleams
of sense in it, that make the nonsense even

more bewildering. Reality is the Kingdom of

Heaven
;
and you must see that if you are to

know reality. Christ tells us that because He
Himself believed that He did see this Kingdom
of Heaven, and, seeing it, knew that it was

reality.

But neither orthodoxy nor unbelief is con

sistent in their appeal to the natural man.

Both expect some kind of conversion in him,
but both exercise compulsion because the con

version they demand is partial. Thus ortho

doxy does not demand of the reason that it

shall be converted. It is the will that it would
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convert, and to the will the reason must
submit. All appeal to authority implies a

submission of the reason, no matter how small

that submission may be. On the other hand,
science demands the conversion of the reason.

It demands that men shall at least be entirely

reasonable, shall not allow their reason to be

overcome by their will to believe. So in the

one case there must be compulsion exercised

by the will upon the reason, and in the other

compulsion exercised by the reason upon the

will. In both cases man must exercise some
kind of compulsion upon himself, must subdue

either will to reason or reason to will.

But what the doctrine of the Kingdom of

Heaven aims at is a belief of the whole man
attained to by the consent of his whole nature,

and not by the subduing of one part of it to

another. The Kingdom of Heaven is to be

believed in because it is to be seen, and it is to

be seen through a conversion of the whole man
and not merely of either will or reason. The
doctrine does not tell the natural man to be

lieve anything about the nature of the universe
;

nor does it try to convince his reason of any
thing about the nature of the universe. It

tells him that, feeling, thinking, acting as he

does, he can know nothing about its nature.

He must be converted entirely before he can

know anything.
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And for this reason. Man is related to the

universe in all his faculties. He cannot know
its nature merely by knowing certain facts

about it
;

in such knowledge he exercises only
certain of his faculties. The universe is a

whole
;
and he can be rightly related to it

only with the whole of himself in feeling, in

thought, and in action. By thought exercised

rightly he can learn certain truths
;
but they

will not lead him to the whole truth. They
will seem contradictory of each other, as in

fact they do. The universe, as science reveals

it to us, is a mass of contradictions, which we
cannot begin to reconcile. In some things it

is in accordance with our values
;

in others,

utterly incongruous with them
; and, if we try

to make any statement about the nature of

ultimate reality, we find always that there

are two alternatives before us, both equally

incredible. We cannot believe either in free

will or in predestination. We cannot conceive

either that there has been a beginning and will

be an end of things, or that there has been no

beginning and will be no end. We cannot

conceive either of matter as infinitely divisible

or as not infinitely divisible, and so on. The
reason by itself can convince us of particular

truths, as they affect us, but of no ultimate and

general truth whatever which is not completely
abstract.
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Now, whether or not the doctrine of the

Kingdom of Heaven be true, it is certain that

there has been all through the ages a conflict

between the will and the reason in matters of

belief, which the natural man has been im

potent to end. Again and again the will

achieves some formula about the nature of the

universe, some dogma which asserts confidently
that the universe is not a fraud

;
and then the

reason detects the will to believe in that formula

and forces the mind to reject it. It is a func

tion of the reason to make us conscious of the

will to believe in ourselves, and, through con

sciousness, to deliver us from that will. But

this function is always negative. It forces us

to reject lies about the nature of the universe
;

it will not allow us permanently to believe that

which is contrary to experience ; but, because

its appeal is to the experience of the uncon

verted mind, it can, according to the doctrine

of the Kingdom of Heaven, only force us to

reject lies
;

it cannot tell us the truth. The
truth is to be known only by the converted

mind
;

for that alone is capable of experiencing
the Kingdom of Heaven, which is reality.

The experience of the unconverted mind is not

experience of reality at all, but only of certain

fragments of reality never seen in their right

relation to each other.

Now we know from our own experience that
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we cannot trust our will to believe; and,

further, that our reason, by itself and however

rational, however completely converted, can only
refute the lies which are told by our will

to believe about the nature of the universe.

We have attained, by the exercise of the reason,

to feats of disbelief that we are at last ceasing
to be proud of. There are sceptical philo

sophers who tell us most convincingly what we
are not to believe; who do most heroically

resist their own will to believe. Mr. Bertrand

Russell, for instance, watches for the will to

believe like a terrier at a rat-hole. He will

prove to you that the very hypotheses on which

science is supposed to be based, such as the

hypothesis of causation, mean nothing at all.

He is for ever facing bravely the truth that

there is no meaning in anything. Ethics, he

says, are a product of the gregarious instinct in

man
;
that is good to us which our own herd

does
;
that is evil which a hostile herd does.

Our ideas of good and evil can tell us nothing
about the nature of the universe, for they are

ideas contracted by the herd for survival

purposes.
But the worst of this heroic scepticism is,

that it is always fighting a losing battle
;
sooner

or later it also surrenders to the compulsion of

the will to believe. Mr. Russell, for instance,

says that our ideas of good and evil are a pro-
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duct of the gregarious instinct
;
but he will not

face the possibility that our reason may also be

a product of that instinct. If ethics express

merely our collective desires in the sphere of

conduct, why should not our reason express
also our desires in the sphere of belief? Why
should there be anything in the mind at all

except the will to believe, or what Nietzsche

calls the will to power ? May not our common
belief that two and two are four be merely the

expression of a desire for gregarious uniformity
of thought, as a preliminary to that uniformity
of action which, for survival purposes, we aim

at?

Mr. Russell and all other sceptics are kept
from facing this possibility by their will to

believe in the reason. They may be ready to

discredit the whole nature of man as a mechan
ism for survival purposes ;

but still they believe

that their reason is a defence against the will

to believe, that it is converted or capable of con

version. Their one article of faith is, in fact, the

capacity of the reason to be converted. Man,

utterly animal or even mechanical in all else, is

capable of feats of pure reason in discrediting

himself and all his beliefs. As his reason be

comes more and more converted, he becomes

more and more sceptical. So it is always with

all heroic sceptics. They grow weary of the

pure, cold, negative at last, and call in that siren
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the will to believe, though it be but the will to

believe in their own negative reason, so that she

may warm their hearts. For them, though no

other part of man s mind can possibly be dis

interested, the reason is capable of disinterested

ness. In all else they are subject to the will to

live
;
but the reason can free itself from that

will and detect its working in all other faculties.

So to them all of man s mind except the reason

is evil, or at least meaningless and absurd.

Man can be good only in his critical faculty.

That says incessantly :

&quot; See what Tommy is

doing, and tell him he mustn t.&quot; That gives us

a deeper and deeper distaste for all our activi

ties and all our achievements that are not nega
tive

;
and we are growing weary of these feats

of the pure reason. It begins to be the enemy
of ourselves, the obstacle to any possible unity

of ourselves
;
and what we desire, what the doc

trine of the Kingdom of Heaven promises us, is

a unity of ourselves in which the reason shall be

neither slave nor tyrant.

Orthodox religion fails no less to achieve

that unity, because it believes that all of a man s

nature can be converted, except the reason. It

suspects the reason, as scepticism suspects all

of man s nature, except the reason
;
and be

tween orthodoxy and scepticism man still re

mains incapable of believing anything about the

nature of the universe with the whole of him-
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self. Always he subdues his reason to his feel

ings or his feelings to his reason
; always he is

possessed by the will to believe or the will not

to believe
;
and there is still an irreconcilable

conflict between those who are possessed by the

will to believe and those who are possessed by
the will not to believe. They argue incessantly

about the nature of the universe, because they
have not seen that nature or become one in

seeing it.

Since orthodoxy does not believe in the con

version of the reason, but only in the subduing
of it, it has not understood the meaning of con

version, or been able to distinguish between true

and false conversions. Conversion, according to

the doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven, means

the passing of the whole man out of one rela

tion towards the whole universe into another,

out of the relation of use into the relation of

value. It is a freeing of the whole man from

the relation of use, so that he sees things no

longer as they are of use to him but as they are
;

and it is a freeing never, perhaps, instantaneous,

but rather a will to be free, which possesses the

whole nature and controls it in feeling, thought,

and conduct. This will to be free is not nega
tive but positive ;

it is not a desire to be free

from this or that, but an answer to a positive

reality, at first dimly but afterwards more and

more clearly perceived, namely, that reality
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which Christ calls the Kingdom of Heaven.
The appeal He makes is not an appeal either

to reason or to feeling ;
He exercises no kind

of authority or compulsion. He says to the

natural man, Here is reality. You can see

it, however dimly. Have the will to see it

more clearly. I will teach you how to achieve

that will.

Conversions are common in all religious sects
;

but some are true and some false
;
and one can

distinguish between the true and the false only

by the logic of the Kingdom of Heaven. False

conversions are often instantaneous, and because

they are irrational, because in them the reason

is enslaved by the will, they seem miraculous.

A man who has lived a profligate or aimless

life is suddenly possessed by belief in the Blood

of Jesus, or in some other phrase, which is filled

for him with a meaning he cannot express.
And he changes his whole way of life in an in

stant. The drunkard is made sober
;
the world

ling becomes an evangelist : and it is assumed

that the change is all for the better. But often

it is not. It is well, of course, that the drunkard

should cease to destroy himself with drink or

that the aimless man should find an aim
;
but

often the converted are possessed by an un

pleasant egotism. To them the most important

thing in the world is their own conversion.

They have found the one thing needful
;
but
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while they insist incessantly that they have

found it, they cannot tell us what it is. They
are utterly certain

;
but what they are certain of

they cannot say except in vague phrases. For

they have hypnotized themselves with a symbol,
as a man can hypnotize himself by looking long
and fixedly at any bright object. It is not the

Kingdom of Heaven they have seen but some

empty substitute, something as meaningless in

itself as any glittering instrument of self-hypno

tism. Further, such conversions are often not

religious at all. The symbol, like the bright

object, may be of any kind. A man may be

converted to the Baconian theory, or to a system
of diet, or to any political nostrum. But all

false conversions, whatever the pretext, produce
the same effect an incessant harping on the

pretext as the one thing necessary for salvation,

and an egotism the more wearisome because it

is absorbed in the pretext rather than the self.

The pretext takes the place of the self; and

that seems to the egotist, weary of himself, to

be conversion. But it is egotism that persuades
him of his salvation

;
for what he desires is sal

vation, and not to see the Kingdom of Heaven.

Seeing the Kingdom would make him forget

salvation.

Men so converted may move mountains be

cause of the intensity of their narrow faith
;
but

often no one is the better for the moving. Their
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cause, even if good in itself, suffers a change
from the fanaticism with which they serve it.

They believe that they have seen the truth in a

moment, and once for all
;
the very swiftness and

violence of their conversion has stunted their

minds, like a nervous shock, and made them

incapable of further growth. The truth they
have seen is for them a fixed, ungrowing truth

;

and their sense of it is never enriched by any
new experience. They go on saying the same

things about it for the rest of their lives, and

saying them always more dryly. They dare not

change a word of their creed for fear lest they
should doubt a word of it

;
and they denounce

as heretics all those for whom truth grows with

their own experience of it.

Such conversions happen, not because the

converted have begun to see the Kingdom of

Heaven and wish to see more of it, but because

their minds have felt an instant need of conver

sion at all costs. The mind has made the con

version happen through its desire for its own
rescue

;
and has chosen any pretext for the

event. The drunkard must find a reason why
he should be sober, a new reason that will force

him to be sober where the common reasons

for sobriety have failed. The conscious part

of him has not availed to keep him out of the

public-house, and he must enlist the unconscious

to save him from ruin. So he brings all of him-
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self to bear
;
the whole of him mobilizes against

this enemy within himself, the irrational no less

than the rational. He achieves an appetite for

rescue stronger than his appetite for strong
drink

;
and this appetite for rescue presents

itself to him in the form of some concept which

the whole of him accepts ;
the reason, having

proved powerless against the enemy, submitting
to this new ally. It accepts the concept, not

because it is convinced by it, but because it

promises rescue. So the rescue is accomplished
and the drunkard becomes sober

;
and men

listen to his tale of conversion as they would

listen to one who had been raised from the dead.

In the same way men who do not need to

work for their living, and have found nothing else

to work for, are often converted to some cause

by their desire to be rescued from their own
aimlessness. They too have not seen the real

Kingdom of Heaven
;

but the desire of the

whole self for an aim rushes together into some

concept, which presents itself to them as the

supreme aim, the one thing needful for all men.

It does save them from the hell of aimlessness
;

but they are converted by the desire for rescue,

which is so strong that it may convert them to

any nonsense. Such conversions are also false,

according to the logic of the Kingdom of Heaven,
because it is the desire for rescue and not the

Kingdom of Heaven that produces them. That
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desire may show a man the means of rescue
;

it

will not show him the Kingdom of Heaven. It

may cure him of his particular weakness
;
but

such a cure is not conversion, any more than it is

conversion to be cured of a bodily disease. You

may be cured of a bodily disease by faith
; but,

if you have got the faith as a means to the cure,

it is not faith in the Kingdom of Heaven
;
and

a man so cured may show others the means of

cure
;
he cannot show them the Kingdom of

Heaven.

No doubt, all who are converted do have a

glimpse of the Kingdom of Heaven. The de

sire for rescue, if it is to achieve rescue, must

be more than that desire. The concepts with

which men hypnotize themselves could not

have that power over them, unless they were

capable of believing in the supreme value of

something not themselves. It is part of Christ s

doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven that all

men are capable of seeing it
;
and no man can

be converted unless, for a moment, he has seen

it and has been ready to buy it with all that

he has. But unless he has grasped the logic

of the Kingdom, unless his reason has been

converted to it with all the rest of him, he sees

it but for a moment
;
and the symbol of it,

whatever it may be, the symbol which means

his desire for rescue, quickly ousts the reality

from his mind. In all these false or imperfect
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conversions there is conversion of the will with

out conversion of the reason
;
their very aim is

to make the reason the slave of the will, so that

it will ask no questions but only answer them.

And so, in the sceptic, there is conversion of

the reason without conversion of the will
;
and

the reason asks questions but cannot answer

them. The modern world is divided between

those who answer questions but will not ask

them, and those who ask them but cannot

answer them.

In all actual Christianity there remains the

desire for rescue, for salvation
;
and that desire

has prevented it from grasping the logic of the

Kingdom of Heaven. Still there sounds in it

and in its creeds the cry :

&quot; What shall I do to

be saved ?
&quot; But you cannot be saved until you

have forgotten that cry, as a man forgets it

who falls in love.
&quot; This is the catholic faith,

which, except a man believe faithfully, he can

not be saved.&quot; In those very words an appeal
is made to the desire for rescue which a man
must lose before he can be saved

;
a demand

is made for the conversion of all human nature,

except the reason. To say this to human
nature is to treat it as if it were a naughty
child. To say that you must believe this or

that so that you may be saved is, according to

the logic of the Kingdom of Heaven, to put the

cart before the horse. It may be that, when
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you have begun to see the Kingdom of Heaven,

your reason, converted with the rest of you,

will begin to find that the Athanasian Creed is

true. Until then, if it means anything, you
cannot possibly know what it means

;
and to

say that you believe that which has no meaning
to you is to tell a lie for the sake of salvation,

and to miss it.

This desire for salvation is but the instinct

of self-preservation projected into another life
;

and all religion which has salvation for its aim

is defenceless against the deadly modern charge

that it is an expression of the instinct of self-

preservation. Professor Gilbert Murray sees in

the belief in a Saviour, in the belief in Christ

Himself, nothing but the desire of a lost pack-

animal for the supernatural leader of the pack,

for a friend behind phenomena. To him, as to

many others, religious beliefs are but the ex

pression of instincts that have become unaware

of themselves. But Christ would have smiled

at that explanation. He would have said It

is not I that can save, but the Kingdom of

Heaven
;
and it saves only those who have for

gotten their instinct of self-preservation in their

passion for it. They are not lost pack-animals
who seek a friend behind phenomena ;

for in

phenomena they see their friend. They are

not at the mercy of an animal past ; for,

in seeing the Kingdom of Heaven, they have
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become more than men, and know that they
are the children of God.

What a claim ! and how little right we have

to make it
;
we are impatient when men, and

churches, make it with so much assurance.

And justly ;
for they have no right to talk

about the Kingdom of Heaven when they do

not see it, and so do not know what it is.

They have no right to impose this or that

faith on men and say that, only if they believe

it, can they be saved. If the Kingdom of

Heaven really exists, then faith in it cannot be

imposed. It is seen or it is not seen
;
and

when it is seen it is believed in.

But there are moments when all of us have

glimpses of it, and of that certainty which

Christ promises that the universe is not a fraud.

They are the moments when we know that we
are living well, when we lose the sense that our

life is a mere routine with no aim that we can

value. And these moments come to us, not

when we are doing our duty so that we may
acquire merit, nor when we are worshipping
God with the same object, but when we have

utterly forgotten ourselves in something not

ourselves that seems to us supremely good.
That certainty of supreme goodness, of absolute

value, comes to us only when we forget our

selves utterly, and it also produces self-forget-

fulness. In it alone do we attain to happiness ;
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for always this happiness means belief; the

last expression of supreme happiness, find

ing the reason for itself, is the cry, I believe.

And what is it that we believe in ? In the

Kingdom of Heaven, Christ tells us. We
believe in it,.then, because for a moment, and

in a glimpse, we see it. We cannot say what

we believe in in other terms, because the

Kingdom of Heaven is itself and nothing else
;

all other good things can be expressed only
in terms of it. It is the reality of which all

lesser good is but the result or the shadow.

We see it in the beauty of the earth, in music,

in the actions of men, in some truth which

suddenly we apprehend ;
and it is to us the

promise of infinite further truth, of

&quot; Steadfast rest of all things firmly stayed

Upon the pillars of eternity.&quot;

Whenever we have this sense of the Kingdom
of Heaven, we know that there is a million

times more of it than we see. That which we
see is but a particular instance of it

;
and it

makes us happy because we know that. Our

certainty is of unknown infinities, of which this

finite is a part. And the infinity itself seems

to possess us with its own power ;
we see what

we do not see, and know what we do not

know. It is beyond our words because it is

beyond our thought, and yet we know that- it

is, because we have seen it.
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This kind of talk is what people call mysti
cism. Mysticism certainly is vague in speech,
because it speaks of what has been actually

experienced, but is beyond the language of man.
It can speak only in images, as Christ speaks
of the Kingdom of Heaven

;
and it is always

misunderstood by those who have not had the

experience, or, what is more likely, have refused

to believe in its significance when they have

had it.

But Christ, in His doctrine of the Kingdom
of Heaven, tells us to believe utterly in its sig

nificance
;

tells us that, if we do believe, and if

we live for it, we shall attain to more and

more certainty of its reality, and shall know
that we ourselves are a part of it. But, until

we have done that, until we have made our

choice and acted according to it with the whole

of ourselves, we are not capable of judging
whether the Kingdom of Heaven exists or not,

simply because we do not know what it is. If

we talk of such things, we are like the German
who evolved a camel out of his inner conscious

ness
;
and much faith, as it is stated in creeds

and elsewhere, is like that camel. It is a faith

in the unseen and the unexperienced, the un-

imagined ;
and it can convince neither him

who holds it nor anyone else.

It is also a common complaint against

mysticism that it has no relation to conduct,
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that the mystic lives in a private heaven of

his own assertion, where he forgets this earth.

But the mysticism of the Kingdom of Heaven
is concerned with conduct just as much as with

feeling and thought. The Kingdom of Heaven
is seen in conduct and by means of conduct

;

it is itself a reality of action, to be attained to

by action
;
a reality of the whole universe, to

be attained to only by the whole man. And
though at first we do not see it and hardly
understand what is meant by it though I, for

instance, can speak of it only vaguely yet it

has a logic of its own, almost a mathematic

of its own, which we can all understand and

apply, and which we can all recognize when
it is applied in the life of others. We know

by instinct that a life in which it is so applied
is good ;

but we do not know that by means
of such a life alone is it possible to know the

nature of the universe, and to be assured that

it is not a fraud. Therefore we argue inces

santly about this question Is the universe a

fraud ? and almost drive ourselves mad by dis

puting about it. We rush from one belief to

another, or from disbelief to still further dis

belief, still seeking for some certainty, positive

or negative, and never reaching one. We are

bewildered with the many assertions about the

nature of the universe made by those who argue
about it without having seen it

;
and all the
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while Christ tells us that we can see it, and that,

when we do, we shall cease to argue. That
itself is part of the logic of the Kingdom of

Heaven. Men do not argue about what they
see

;
and it is useless for them to argue about

what they have not seen. Try to see the

Kingdom of Heaven, and, when you have seen

it, you will cease to argue in your eagerness to

see more of it.

Therefore, if we listen to the doctrine of

Christ, we shall cease asking ourselves whether

the universe is a fraud, and we shall cease

disputing with each other about this or that

point of Christian doctrine
;
we shall cease

disputing even about the divinity of Christ

or the existence of God or the immortality
of the soul. Upon all these matters, in our

present unconverted state, we can know

nothing. The proper function of the Church

is not even to assert this or that about them
;

it is to see the Kingdom of Heaven, to be a

fellowship of those who are seeking the King
dom of Heaven in the manner laid down by
Christ. He is not a divine, telling us this or

that about another world. He is an artist,

telling us how to do this and that so that

we too may become artists, and may attain,

through the right practice of our art, to the

conviction of the great artist. He Himself

had that conviction ;
He had seen God, as He
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would say, and He tells us what we shall see

if we practise the art rightly. He does not

tell us to say that we have seen God, or that

we know that God is
;

for we cannot know
it until we know the Kingdom of Heaven.

Therefore it is not for us to believe all that

Christ says; for that is impossible. Our

business, as Christians, is to practise the art

of life under His direction, in the hope that

we shall attain to His certainty, and hand on

the craft and the certainty to others.

There at least is the promise of an escape
from our present faith that has failed, and

doubt that has failed. It is useless to tell

men to do what is right without seeking to

know anything further. There is in the very
soul of man a desire to know that what is right

to him is right to the universe
;
and he cannot

be content with any private human righteous

ness of his own. That is not egotism, nor the

result of a desire to be rewarded for his

righteousness ;
rather it is a desire to be sure

that his righteousness is righteousness, utterly

and for ever. He knows that, if he is sure

of that, he will be more righteous ;
he knows

that by certainty power will be added to him
;

and he searches all the beauties of the earth

and the laws of nature for an answer to his

desire, and in vain. Some say that the search

is mere foolishness; but, if so, why is it so
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deep in the soul of man ? We seek for a

function in all material parts of ourselves
;

why should we suppose that this so permanent
mental and spiritual part of us has no function ?

Christ would say that it is our answer to the

reality which He calls the Kingdom of Heaven.

We search like men blind, or blindfolded, for

that which still attracts us
;
and He would

show us how to open our eyes and see. He
tells us that the happiness of certainty is not

impossible to us
;
that it awaits us here and

now. He tells us that we can be converted,

that human life can be altogether changed,
from a blind searching into a clearer and

clearer seeing, that the very nature of man
can be changed, not only in some future state,

but here and now. There have been so many
of such promises and hopes that we are sus

picious of them
;

but a whole fellowship, a

whole Christian Church, was founded on that

promise and in that hope ;
and it has not even

seriously asked itself what He meant by His

Kingdom of Heaven. Certainly it has not

grasped the logic of His doctrine nor tried to

apply it. Therefore we cannot say that His

promise is vain or that His hope has deceived

us. We must try His method before we have

a right to reject it.



CHAPTER IV

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN AND
POLITICS

HAVING
failed to grasp the logic of

the Kingdom of Heaven, we have failed

also to develop that logic freely in our own
minds. Either we have been tied to the

words of Christ, or we have rejected them.

Believers still quote them as if each saying
of His was a law

;
and unbelievers, naturally

impatient at this use of them, suppose that

Christ Himself set up to be a mere lawgiver
to mankind. But, if you grasp the logic of

His doctrine, you will see all His sayings in

relation to that logic ; you will understand the

purpose of their extravagance, which is like

the extravagance of a poet s images. In all

things Christ Himself was possessed by the

logic of that Kingdom of Heaven which He
saw; and His aim always was to make others

see it, and to live in such a way that they

might be of it.

Now the first glimpse of the Kingdom of
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Heaven makes us aware that it cannot be our

private possession, and, further, that each one

of us is baulked of it by the failure of others

to be aware of it. We cannot be saved

separately, but must be saved, if at all,

together. Salvation is the salvation of man

kind, the entry of mankind into that relation

which is the Kingdom of Heaver. Just as a

tune is not a tune until all the notes of it are

rightly related to each other, so the Kingdom
of Heaven is not the Kingdom of Heaven for

us until we are all of it. There is implied
in the doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven a

doctrine of fellowship, which, hitherto, we have

enjoyed with our emotions but never grasped
with our intelligence. We do desire fellow

ship ; Christ spoke of it constantly ;
the Early

Church was, above all things, a fellowship ;

William Morris said,
&quot;

Fellowship is life, and the

lack of it is death.&quot; But always men have felt

rather than thought in terms of it
;
and their

feeling has not led them to sustained and

concerted action. There has been between

the feeling and the action a lack of the con

necting link of thought. We have not that

theory of fellowship which we need, if we are

to believe in fellowship enough to make it.

History and science, rather than our religion,

have taught us that our fate is not private and

individual, but common
; and they, being
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divorced from religion, have called it fate

rather than purpose ;
so that the dependence

of men on each other seems to us an animal

rather than a spiritual thing. We talk of the

herd-instinct, not of fellowship. Where Christ

says,
&quot; Love one another,&quot; we say,

&quot; Man is a

gregarious animal.&quot; It is not our desire for

the Kingdom of Heaven that seems to make
us one, but our own animal past ;

and the

oneness, therefore, is to us often something

imposed on us by
&quot;

Nature,&quot; not something that

we ourselves desire and will. Nor has our

religion superseded this cold and discouraging
formula of science with a formula of its own,

encouraging and more true.

Religion has not dared to say, what is

plain according to the logic of the Kingdom
of Heaven, that virtue itself is a quality of

society, not merely of the individual. Men
are always in a right or a wrong relation to

each other
; they are, in their nature, like

notes, whose function it is to be in that

relation which is music; and when they are

not in that relation they are nonsense.

Further, men, like notes, only become fully

themselves when they are in the relation of music

to each other
;
like notes they find themselves,

and their very individuality, only in that

relation. Out of it they are not themselves,

but full of sound and fury signifying nothing
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Fellowship is life, and the lack of it is death.

That is literally true
; for, without that right

relation which is fellowship, we cannot per
form our human functions at all

;
each one

of us is a chimcera bombinans in vacuo
;
we

waste ourselves on the void. We neither

feel, think, nor act rightly.

We may not be aware of this fact about our

selves and in the present ;
but we have all been

amazed at the intellectual and moral perversity

of men of the past who seem, in themselves, to

have been good men
;
at the manner in which

they have defended the worst iniquities of their

time. Their personal goodness could not pre

serve them from feeling, thinking, and acting

wrongly ;
it was, in fact, unable to function,

because they were in a wrong relation with

other men, because they were notes without a

tune. Marcus Aurelius, Ignatius Loyola, William

Wilberforce we can all see where they were

wrong; but they, who were better and wiser

than most of us, could not see it
; they could

not be saved, if the word has any meaning at

all, because the society in which they lived was

not saved. Either, therefore, we are subject to

fate, we are gregarious animals, and the whole

content of our minds is but an expression of

our herd-instinct
;

or we can save our own

society, can all together enter into that relation

which is the Kingdom of Heaven. But it is
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certain that we cannot enter into it privately

and alone, any more than a note can make a

tune by itself. And our religion has not affirmed

our common power of entering into the King
dom of Heaven, but has dreamed of private

salvation. False to the logic of the doctrine, it

has still indulged the egotism of the individual

and left the truth, or half of it, to science and

history.

Christ Himself could not make the men of

His time understand that logic, because they
were not capable of conceiving the universal

fellowship which alone is the Kingdom of

Heaven. To them a Jew was a Jew, and a

Gentile a Gentile ;
and there could be no fellow

ship between them. So the Kingdom of Heaven,
if it meant anything real to them at all, meant
a Kingdom of triumphant Jews ;

as now to the

Germans it has meant a Kingdom of triumphant
Germans. If Christ was a Messiah, He must

be one who would free them from the Romans
;

and He was crucified because of the obstinacy
of their assumption. The mob deserted Him
when His arrest convinced them that He was

not a national Messiah with supernatural powers;
and Pilate was interested only to know whether

He claimed to be the King of the Jews. So
He refused to defend Himself against this mis

understanding, and died silent.

But this misunderstanding has persisted in
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one form or another to the present day. Neither

His hearers nor Christians now have known
what He meant by that saying to the young
man who had great possessions : that he must
sell all he had and give to the poor. To
His hearers it seemed harsh

;
to us it seems

bad political economy. He meant that the

young man s riches cut him off from fellowship,

put him in a wrong relation with all men, made
him futile in all things. We have learned

enough political economy, as we call it, to see

that the mere selling of goods and giving to

the poor is no remedy for poverty ;
we know

that, with society as it is, it would mean giving,

not to the poor, but to the rich. But the result

of our knowledge is that we are discouraged

altogether. Society is such that we cannot

achieve any salvation worth having by any
individual act

;
we seem to ourselves to be at

the mercy of a process called the struggle for

life, and to be occupied with a business which

is not our own but &quot; Nature s.&quot;

There is always the devil s advocate, without

or within us, telling us that our best is not our

own but Nature s, and that therefore it is not

even good. In the war, for instance, we have

been aware of a new fellowship with each other
;

but so have the Germans. Our fellowship may
seem to us beautiful and holy ;

but the German

fellowship seems to us a mere conspiracy against
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mankind
; or, if we think more scientifically, a

product of their herd-instinct. But, if it is that,

our fellowship also is a product of our herd-

instinct. So, perhaps, some philosopher of the

future, examining the conflict of these two

fellowships, noting how the members of each

said just the same things in praise of their own

fellowship and in abuse of the other, will con

clude that each, with all the good and bad in

it, was but a product of the herd-instinct in

tensified by war. According to the logic of

science, that is to say of the reason when it

alone is converted, fellowship is a product of

the herd-instinct, not willed by man but imposed
on him by Nature for her purposes not his, and
to man neither good nor bad in itself.

But, according to the logic of the Kingdom
of Heaven, that is to say of the whole nature

converted, there is a clear difference between

that fellowship which is a product of the herd-

instinct and that which is itself an effort to

accomplish the Kingdom of Heaven. The
former is blind, both for good and evil, because

it is exclusive. The members of one herd may
attain to a kind of fellowship, with many of the

delights and beauties of fellowship ;
but they

exclude the members of the other herd
;
their

fellowship, indeed, is made by their hostility to

the other herd, and intensified by it. Virtues

are evoked by it, but they remain blind and
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turn easily to vices. But true fellowship, that

which comes of seeing the Kingdom of Heaven
and is the effort to accomplish it, is not blind

but seeing, and is in its nature and aim not

exclusive. It is based on the knowledge that

men can be saved only all together; it knows

that, so long as any are excluded from it in will

or in fact, salvation is impossible.

Within the herd men do attain to fellowship
with each other within the German herd as

within ours
;

for there is in all men a desire for

fellowship and a delight in it. But in a fellow

ship achieved through conflict with another herd

there is only emotion, not the logic of the King
dom of Heaven

;
and the emotion, lacking that

logic, having in it no intellectual conviction,

may turn easily from love of friends into hatred

of enemies
; indeed, the love and the hatred

intensify and are confused with each other
;
the

hatred seems a virtue like the love. But the

vision and logic of the Kingdom of Heaven

give an intellectual conviction to the love, make

fellowship, at least in aim, universal.

Without this aim, based on the actual vision

of the Kingdom of Heaven, man s society is

to man mere nonsense, the good and the bad

alike a product of the herd-instinct. For the

herd-instinct, even if we seek to explain the

whole content of our minds by it, remains to us

nonsense in feeling, in thought, and in action,
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We cannot value anything as soon as we believe

it to be a product of the herd-instinct
;
as pro

ducts of that instinct we are nonsense to our

selves. We become sense to ourselves only
when we have seen the Kingdom of Heaven,
and know that the business of all of us is to

become a part of it, to accomplish among our

selves that relation which is the Kingdom of

Heaven.

The mere seeing of the Kingdom of Heaven
makes men long for fellowship ;

for to see it is

to desire to share the sight of it with others.

The first result of that desire is art. When a

man sees the Kingdom in that relation which

we call beauty, he has an instant desire to

communicate his sense of that beauty, indeed

the beauty itself, to other men
;
so that he may

be not merely a lonely spectator of it, but

himself a part of it by sharing it with all men.

The very experience of beauty is consummated

only in that which we call expression, which is

really the communication of what has been

experienced ;
and without that communication

the experience is incomplete and leaves the

mind thwarted. Art, then, is an effort at

fellowship in feeling; and there is nothing of

the herd-instinct in it, because there is nothing
exclusive no hatred or fear or rivalry. The
artist is not aware of his own herd or another,

but only of mankind with which he desires to
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share his experience. For him there is neither

rich nor poor, Jew nor Gentile, bond nor free.

In art we all know that we do escape utterly

from the herd -instinct
;
and that is one reason

why we value it so highly.

But the logic of the Kingdom of Heaven,
which works so freely, almost instinctively, in

feeling, works more feebly in our thought, and

still more feebly in our action. Because we
do not carry it from feeling into thought and

action, we think back upon our feelings and

read into them the nonsense that is in our

action, and so in our thought. Then feeling

itself becomes for us a product of the herd-

instinct, because we do not give it intellectual

conviction by acting upon it. Though we see

the Kingdom in beauty, it becomes an illusion

to us in thought because we do not act upon
it. That fellowship which we do achieve in art

is not to us quite real, because we despair of

achieving it in our society. It is desired

emotionally by all men, but it remains to them

merely a matter of emotion while they will not

surrender themselves to the logic of it. What

beauty tells us we do not believe
;
the music

pleads with us and cuts us to the heart, so long
as we will not try to be of it.

&quot; In Thy will is

our peace ;

&quot;

but the peace seems to us impos
sible even while we see it, because we will not

make the will ours. That we can do, not by
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feeling and thinking alone, but by acting also
;

and to act in terms of the Kingdom of Heaven
is to act politically.

What is political action ? It is the effort of

a society to exercise its common will
;
and the

effort itself implies that that society has a

common will which can be discovered and

acted upon by political means. So there is a

logic of politics, often denied or ignored both

in theory and in practice. For instance, by

politics we often do not mean the exercise of a

common will, but rather a conflict between the

conflicting wills of different classes. Contro

versy, of course, may be necessary as a means
of discovering the common will, for it is

often unconscious or obscured
;
but there are

many who see in politics, not controversy as a

means, but conflict as an end. Politics are to

them merely a mitigation of a necessary class

war. So also there are those who say that war

is always political in its aim. Both are false

to the logic of politics, and misunderstand their

very nature. All war, whether of nations or of

classes, is not political, but a failure of politics

and the abrogation of them. It is an attempt,
not to exercise a common will, but to impose
one will upon another. War is not controversy
but violence

;
and we can think of it as political

action only ifwe have learned to see politics them

selves as a conflict in which force is masked.
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The aim of politics is not to mask force but

to supersede it. If not, why should there be

politics ? If behind all pretences force must
be supreme, if the struggle for life is the ulti

mate fact of life, why should we wish to mask
it ? Both politics and diplomacy, in that case,

can be but the result of a fear of the struggle
carried to an extreme

; they can be only
activities natural to those who fear defeat in

the struggle, products of cunning rather than

of power. But since cunning is to us morally
less admirable than power, and fear than

courage, our moral judgment, for what it is

worth, should be in favour of open war always
as against politics and diplomacy. But it is

not
;

for we know that, with continuous open
war, any kind of decent life, according to our

standards of decency, is impossible. All that

we value most in life would be destroyed, would
never have come into being, if we lived in con

tinuous open war. Indeed, we should never

have attained even to war between nations
;
we

should have remained savages in an incessant

war between individuals. Even those who be

lieve that the struggle for life is the ultimate

fact of life do all desire some mitigation of it,

and do value the results of what they believe

to be that mitigation. The man of business

who says Each for himself and the devil take

the hindmost also talks of law and order and
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the British constitution with respect. He is

never consistent
;
and our actual politics are

never consistent. They waver between two

theories of politics the one that politics are a

mitigation of the struggle for life, the other

that they are an effort to exercise the common
will. They are an organized conflict between

classes, a conflict of diplomacy rather than

war; but there are also ideas and values ex

pressed in them inconsistent with the belief that

the struggle for life is the ultimate fact of life.

Pity is a force in them and the desire for

fellowship, as opposed to mere co-operation
in struggle. One party makes concessions to

another, not out of mere cunning, but because

there are values common to both. Appeals
are made, now to self-interest, now to an

assumed common and good will. And be

cause of this confusion of appeal and theory all

our political ideas and our political action are

confused.

We can attain to a consistency of idea and

action only if we grasp the logic of politics ;

only if we understand that they have come into

being, not through any desire to mitigate the

struggle for life, but through the desire to find

the common will and to exercise it. Political

machinery and political ideas may be used for

other purposes, as for a class struggle; but

such a purpose is not, any more than war
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between nations, itself political. There is a

vast gulf between actual politics and the logic

of politics, as between the gods men worship
and the logic of the idea God. But all

actual politics, like all actual theology, have

their origin in the logic, and are to be tested

by it. In both cases the logic is at first un

conscious
;
there is a blind desire for fellowship

or for the love of God
;

but gradually that

desire becomes more conscious and more clearly

expressed. Then the consciousness and the

clearer expression work more powerfully upon
actual theology and actual politics. The logic

is practised, and, being practised, becomes itself

clearer. And finally we discover, or shall dis

cover, that the logic of politics and of theology
is the same. By the same logic we shall

reject all idols for the true God and all conflict

for the true politics.

And that logic is the logic of the Kingdom
of Heaven. It tells us that the struggle for

life, as between man and man or class and class

or nation and nation, is not of the nature of

the universe or of man. It is merely uncon

verted man s comment on that nonsense universe

which is all that he can see. It tells us that

politics are, in their nature, an effort of the

common will to escape from the struggle for

life into the real relation of the Kingdom of

Heaven an effort to act the music which is
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perceived in the universe. This effort is itself

a logical consequence of the perception, as art

is the logical consequence of the perception of

beauty ; and, as the perception of beauty is

not consummated until what is perceived is ex

pressed, that is to say communicated, so the

perception of the whole Kingdom of Heaven is

not consummated except in the political effort

to achieve it.

We can justify and understand democracy

only by means of the logic of the Kingdom of

Heaven. Democracy is an essential part of

politics, but not the whole of it. It is an effort

to discover and act on the common will
;
but

of itself it has no test by which it can know
the common will from other and conflicting

wills. That test is given to it only by the logic

of the Kingdom of Heaven, which tells us that

there is only one common will, namely, for that

relation between men which is the Kingdom of

Heaven. Other wills may be common to a

class or a nation, but they are not common to

mankind. So, when democracy exists only to

exercise the will of a class or a nation, it is not

true to the logic of politics or of the Kingdom
of Heaven

;
it is not true to itself. The effort

to discover a common will without the test and

the logic of the Kingdom of Heaven is blind.

It results merely in counting heads against
each other. Vox populi is not vox Dei\ but
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the people can find their voice only in the voice

of God
; democracy can find its aim only in the

Kingdom of Heaven, when it knows that its

aim must be concord
;
and it can find that

concord only in the desire for the Kingdom of

Heaven.

So the political man is he who believes

that the relation of the Kingdom of Heaven

may be established among mankind by the

common will, that is to say, by political action
;

while the unpolitical man is he who believes,

not in the Kingdom of Heaven, but in the

struggle for life as the ultimate fact of life.

Between these two there can be no compromise.
The unpolitical man has no concern with

politics at all
;
our short name for him is the

criminal.

Unfortunately, the plain issue between these

two doctrines has been confused by the doctrine

of Christian anarchy. I am not concerned

here to discover how that doctrine arose or

why it has persisted ; though it is easy to find

historical reasons both for its beginning and

for its persistence. But the fact remains that

there have always been, and still are, Christians

who hold that the relation of the Kingdom of

Heaven cannot be achieved among men by

any exercise of a common will. Exercise of a

common will implies force
;
and force, they say,

is forbidden by Christ Himself. The Kingdom
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of Heaven cometh not by violence. According
to them, all politics are in their nature evil, be

cause they imply the use of force. Few men
have ever been consistent in their refusal of all

political action
;
but the doctrine itself persists

and obscures the issue for many who do not

consistently practise it. It has been useful

to reactionaries, who employ it, inconsistently

enough, in defence of the status quo ;
and it has

always tempted the Church to tolerate existing
evils. It must therefore be dealt with by any
one who believes that we cannot realize the

Kingdom of Heaven except by the common
will, that is to say, by political action.

The doctrine of Christian anarchy is based

on particular sayings of Christ, which are

regarded as commands, either of God or of

a man so much better and wiser than other

men that the best we can do is to obey them

blindly. It is not based upon Christ s own
doctrine that the Kingdom of Heaven is a fact

we ourselves can see
;
and that our business as

Christians is to see it and, by the exercise of

our own will and intelligence, to become a part
of it. To the Christian anarchist there is no

logic of the Kingdom which he himself has to

discover
;
there are only commands of Christ

which must be obeyed. Some of these seem to

imply that all force is evil
;
therefore he says

that all force is evil, and so condemns politics
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which cannot exist without force. Tolstoy
was a Christian anarchist, and held that we
should not prevent a madman from killing

a child or himself. When a doctrine thus

reduces itself to an absurdity, there is some

thing wrong either in the doctrine or in the

application of it. Is there anything wrong in

the doctrine that all force is evil ?

Negative doctrines may be true and useful

so long as they are subordinate to a positive

doctrine. But, if they are accepted as final and

absolute, they become untrue and mischievous.

The doctrine that all force is evil is negative,

whereas the doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven

is positive. Certainly force in itself is not of

the Kingdom of Heaven
;

for the Kingdom
of Heaven is positive, and force is negative ;

according to the sense in which the Christian

anarchist condemns it, it means always pre

venting some one from doing what he desires

to do. It means a conflict of wills, and the

victory of one will over the other. In the

Kingdom of Heaven there is no conflict of

wills and so no force. Every effort to attain to

the Kingdom of Heaven is an effort to attain

to that common will which it is the aim of

politics to exercise. That is the positive aim

to which the abolition of force must be sub

sidiary.

But, as we all know, force exists in the world
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as it is. Yet the progress of society is pro

gress towards the exercise of a common will

and away from the exercise of force. Law

implies the exercise of force
; yet the aim of law

is not the exercise of force but to reduce it to a

minimum. Before there is law there is force

everywhere ;
with law that force is lessened

;

without it, and the exercise of force which

it implies, we should have nothing but force.

Certainly law has often exercised force un

necessarily ;
there have been laws perverted

from their proper purpose, which is to reduce

force to a minimum
;
but law would never have

come into being but for the desire of mankind

to reduce force to a minimum. It is itself an

expression of that desire.

The error of the Christian anarchist is to

suppose that without law we should have the

Kingdom of Heaven, and that law itself is an

expression of men s desire to exercise force

over each other. In fact, he makes the same

mistake about it as about politics. He does

not see that both have the negative aim of

abolishing force, because they have the positive

aim of exercising the common will. He him

self has only the negative aim, because he

despairs of the common will or does not believe

in its existence. To him there is virtue only

in certain individual men, not in mankind; to

him the salvation of individuals is possible
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without the salvation of society. He may be

true to his own negative logic, but he is false

to the positive logic of the Kingdom of Heaven.

Law and all political activity are to be judged

by their motive. If their motive is to keep

power in the hands of those who possess it,

then they are not really law or politics at all,

but war disguised under the forms of law or

politics. If their motive be merely the abolition

of force, then they must abolish themselves

also. They are themselves, and see their own

right to exist, only when their motive is posi

tive, when they aim at the reduction of force to

a minimum, because they have the further aim

of exercising the common will.

When they have this further aim, they are

not inconsistent in their effort to reduce force

to a minimum by the exercise of force
; any

more than a surgeon is inconsistent in his

attempt to cure an illness by an operation,

because the operation itself causes fever and

pain. The operation is necessary because the

patient is already sick
;
the exercise of force is

necessary because force is already exercised.

Take, for instance, the case of the criminal law.

The experience of mankind shows that, where

there is no criminal law, there are incessant

blood feuds; and criminal law came into existence

because of men s desire to escape from them.

Let us admit that men would be better if they
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would forgive all injuries done to them
;

let

us assume that, if there were universal forgive

ness of injuries, injuries themselves would cease.

But we know as a fact that men do not

commonly forgive injuries, but try to take

vengeance for them. The proper aim of the

criminal law is not to sanctify this vengeance,
but to reduce it to a minimum. Often, no

doubt, that has not been the aim of actual

criminal law
;

it has sanctified vengeance and

even increased it
;
but in that case it is not

really law at all, but vengeance under the

guise of law. We must not judge a thing by
fraudulent imitations of it.

Christ told men to turn the other cheek
;

but, since they do not commonly do so, we

may, by the exercise of the common will, aim

at a state of society in which they will com

monly do so. The existence of the criminal

law does not imply that it is wrong or foolish

to turn the other cheek. It means only that

those who will not do so have a remedy less

violent than their own violence.
1 Admit that

all law, all exercise of force, is a pis aller
;

it

would be better if all men were already in the

relation of the Kingdom of Heaven to each

1 There is of course a doctrine that to refuse to prosecute for

a crime against yourself is to condone a felony. That doctrine

assumes a base motive for refusal
; so, where the motive is not

base, the doctrine does not hold.
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other
; but, since they are not, law aims at the

establishment of that relation and so at the

supersession of itself. It is but a means to an

end
;
an imperfect means, because men are im

perfect. Refuse it, and you believe, either

that men are perfect, which is absurd, or that

they cannot be improved, which is contrary to

the doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven.

Christ also told us to take no thought for the

morrow. But, since that is clearly impossible

for most people in the world as it is, we must

aim at a state of society in which it will be

possible ;
and we can do that only by the ex

ercise of the common will. But the defenders

of law and politics against the Christian

anarchist, or against any other kind of anarchist,

often weaken their own defence, because to

them the common will is not a will for any

thing in particular. They, like the anarchist,

are false to the logic of the doctrine of the

Kingdom of Heaven. The nature of politics

and of law can be understood, and their

activities defended, only by those for whom
the common will is a will for the Kingdom of

Heaven. It is vain to glorify law or politics,

unless you glorify also the common will of man,
unless it is to you something divine in itself;

and when it is not divine it is not the common
will. That is the true meaning of the words :

Vox populi vox Dei. It is not the voice of
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the people unless it is also the voice of

God.

The people here does not mean the mob or the

herd. Their voice does not express a common
will but only a will of individuals banded together

by fear or hatred or appetite, and their will can

be glorified only by demagogues or their dupes.

But the true doctrine of democracy implies

that there is a common will, not of hatred

or fear or appetite, which can be found and

exercised only in freedom, and that this will is

for the Kingdom of Heaven. Deny that, and

you cannot be a democrat, nor have you any
answer to the doctrine of Christian anarchy, or

indeed to the doctrine that we are governed by
the herd-instinct in all things. The doctrine of

Christian anarchy is really a complement of the

doctrine of the tyranny of the herd-instinct.

According to the Christian anarchist all govern

ment must be an expression of the herd-instinct

and so must be evil. The only possible escape

from the tyranny of the herd-instinct is an

escape from all government. So the Christian

anarchist is logical ;
and he who believes in a

common will for the Kingdom of Heaven is

logical ;
but in any compromise between these

two beliefs there is no logic. Either politics are

evil altogether, or their proper aim is to establish

the Kingdom of Heaven among men. There

is no logic in them if their aim is merely to
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assert the will of one nation or class or party

against the will of another. Therefore war is

not politics nor are party politics politics,

though at times both may be necessary evils.

But the assertion of the common will against
individual wills is politics, for individual wills,

when they are in conflict with the common will,

are not will at all but hatred, fear, appetite ;

and they need to be suppressed by the common
will just as the individual needs to suppress
them in himself. This, it may be said, is mere

theorizing ;
but it is more than that. It is faith

and a faith which, if it be held, must have an

immediate effect on political action. Believe

in the existence of a common will for the

Kingdom of Heaven, however much obscured

and suppressed ;
believe that politics are the

exercise of this common will, and you will

have a new and sure test of all political action.

You will no longer desire the maintenance of

order at all costs
;

nor will the rights of

property be sacred to you. Nothing will be

sacred to you but the Kingdom of Heaven.

To that even the rights of property will be

subordinate, just as they are subordinate to the

safety of the country in time of war. All those

political beliefs which come of fear will be

rejected by you as not political at all. The
essence of political belief is hope and faith in

the common will, and the desire to discover
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and exercise it in all particulars. You will see

the State not as a balance of interests, as

a maintenance of the status quo, but as a

common effort to attain to a new relation be

tween all men
;
and you will see nations not as

units in the struggle for life, but as if they were

themselves individuals aiming at this new rela

tion. Our phrase, the league of nations, does

itself express this aim at a new relation
;
and

the State should be a league of individuals with

the same purpose.
But to turn from generalities to particulars

let us consider the practical effect of this

conception upon the most material of things,

namely, capital. Our ideas about capital, like

our use of it, are at present much confused.

Most of us think of it as a defence for the

individual against poverty ;
he tries to get

capital so that he may not always have

to earn income. So there is an incessant

struggle between individuals, and between

classes, for the possession of it. For those

who think a little further about it see it as

power, as the power by means of which a man
can command the labour of other men. There

fore the poor very naturally wish to possess it,

so that they may have command of their own
labour. They too wish to defend themselves

and their freedom against the domination of

the rich. They see the &quot;

capitalist
&quot;

as their
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enemy, as the tyrant who can impose on them

what tasks he will. But what really is this

capital by means of which the capitalist com
mands the labour of the poor? It is, of course,

not money, as many think; money is only the

symbol of the command of capital. Capital
itself is the superfluous energy of mankind, the

energy that remains over when immediate hand-

to-mouth wants have been supplied ;
but that

superfluous energy becomes capital only when

it is employed in a certain way. Much of that

which we call capital might be capital but

is not, because it is wasted. It is merely

potential capital ;
it would become real capital

only if it were employed to increase the wealth

of mankind. When we give the name of

capital to that energy which is wasted on the

superfluities of individuals, or used as a means of

power, giving more power to him who has com
mand of it, we flatter it and deceive ourselves.

The superfluous energy of mankind may seem

a material thing because it is put to material

uses
;
but there must be, behind the material

use, a spiritual purpose if that superfluous

energy is to become capital. Without that

purpose the energy is wasted. In fact there

is a logic of capital as of politics ;
and both

are also the logic of the Kingdom of Heaven.

The problem of capital is not, finally, the prob
lem of its ownership, but the problem of its use.
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Whoever may own it, whether it be the

capitalist or a body of workers, or the State, it

does not become capital at all unless it is used

to increase the wealth, which means the well-

being, of mankind. A fight for the possession
of capital, whether between individuals or

classes or nations, is not necessarily or pro

bably a fight for the right use of it. Whoever

gains possession of it, it may still be misused,
and so still may fail to become capital. It

becomes capital only if it is used in accordance

with the common will, that is the will for the

Kingdom of Heaven. A completely socialized

State might fail to use its capital in accordance

with that will. It might use it in a class-war

or in a war, open or disguised, with other

nations. Russia under the Bolsheviks is a

State that has come into being, and has aimed

at some kind of socialism, so as to wage a

class-war. Germany, before the war and in it,

was a State that came into being and attained

to a partial socialism, so as to wage a war, dis

guised or open, with other nations. And in

both cases capital, the superfluous energy of

the country, has not become capital ;
it is

wasted in bids for power, in mere destruction,

in competition or war all with the aim of giv

ing power either to a certain class or to the

nation. There is a fight for power which

presents itself as a fight for the possession of
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capital, but, in the process of that fight, super
fluous energy does not become capital at all

but is wasted. So in all conflict for the pos
session of it, whether between individuals or

classes or nations, capital is not capital at all

but superfluous energy wasted. And the con

flict and the waste will continue until men
cease to fight for the possession of capital and

concern themselves only about the use of super
fluous energy. If it were rightly used, it would

not matter who had command over it
;
there

would indeed cease to be any talk about the

possession of it. The capitalist would be one

who directs capital, not one who possesses it, as

the general is one who directs an army, not one

who possesses it
;
and direction, not possession,

would be his joy. Power would mean to him,

not power to possess the superfluous energy of

mankind and to use it for his own pleasures or

for the gaining of further power ;
it would mean

creation. His activity would bring him happi
ness by the mere exercise of it, like the activity

of the artist or the man of science
;
and he

would not be envied or suspected in the exercise

of it any more than they are. For the direc

tion of the superfluous energy of mankind there

is need of individual knowledge, energy, genius,

as these are needed in art or science or war.

The director of energy must have command of

men as the general must have command of
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them. But conflict between him and those

under his command will cease only when their

aim is the same
;
and it can be the same only

when it is the well-being of mankind. A
directorship by officials will fail because it will

lack the knowledge, energy, genius of the in

dividual. It will come into being and maintain

itself through fear of the power of the individual
;

and that fear will hamper it always. There

will be the friction of fear as now there is the

friction of conflict
;
and the one friction will

inevitably lead to the other.

There is no way out except through a change
of heart in both capitalist and worker

;
and it

is clearly needed first in the capitalist, so that

it may happen in the worker. But this change
of heart is not merely a moral change. What
is needed is not that the capitalist shall confess

that he has been a wicked man, but that he

shall see how utterly power at his command
has failed to bring him the happiness of the

artist or man of science. Now he envies these

because their happiness seems utterly out of

his reach. If only he knew it it is within his

reach. He, too, might be an artist, a man of

science in his own sphere of action. He

might have the glory of the general in a peace
ful work, if he wants glory, instead of that

envious obsequiousness which he does obtain

by success. Between the activities of the artist
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and the man of science there is an essential

likeness greater than the difference between

them. It comes from the fact that both in

their different ways are concerned with the

Kingdom of Heaven
;
and there may be this

likeness in all other activities that are capable
of being concerned with the Kingdom of

Heaven. All such activities, in fact, become

themselves, are true to their own nature, only
when they are concerned with the Kingdom ;

and of these the direction of energy is clearly

one. It becomes itself only when it is con

cerned with the Kingdom, when its aim is not

power or secondary pleasures for the director,

but simply direction, as the aim of the artist

is simply art. And direction implies the goal,

which is the Kingdom of Heaven. That goal
must be attained by material means

; just as

no man can exercise his highest activities

without food, so it is impossible for a whole

society even to aim at the Kingdom of Heaven
without the common leisure that comes of

common prosperity. The Kingdom of Heaven
is to be found not merely in pure contem

plation, but in art, in philosophy, in all those

activities which are fused in religion. And
these, if they are to be practised freely and

passionately, need both leisure from the mere

struggle for life and the command of organized

power. For worship men need architecture
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and music
;

if we reach a true and full con

ception of worship, we shall see that they need

all the arts, and all of them in their highest

splendour. The more convinced and passion
ate worship is, the more it demands this splen

dour of all the arts in combination
;
and the

more men achieve it, the more they see that

their happiness is in it. They do make the

Kingdom of Heaven in their churches, as a

pattern for their lives outside
;
and from that

pattern they learn what actual life should be.

For true worship is life glorified ;
it is not

merely the assertion that the Kingdom of

Heaven exists, but the achieving of it by man
;

and when men see it so achieved they believe

in it, and recognize the true purpose of their

lives.

Thus, before we can know even what capital

is, we must know what is the right use of the

superfluous energy of mankind. When that

energy is put to its right use it becomes

capital. The capitalist, if he misuses energy,
is not a capitalist at all, not a director of

energy, but a waster of it. He, being a man,
can find his happiness only in the right use

of his peculiar faculties
;
their logic is also the

logic of the Kingdom of Heaven.

Politics, then, are not properly concerned

with the question who shall have command of

capital ; they are concerned to find a right
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use for the superfluous energy of mankind.

Their aim is to prevent men of whatever class,

and whether individuals, or societies, or nations,

from misusing it. This war has been, on our

side, an effort to prevent the German people
from misusing their superfluous energy ;

and

it happened because, as a nation, they had

seen their superfluous energy as a means of

getting command of the superfluous energy of

the world. The war was not itself politics,

but it was, unfortunately, necessary so that

there should be politics. We have not fought
so that we, instead of the Germans, may have

command of the superfluous energy of man
kind

;
at least if we have, the war has been

mere waste. We have fought so that the

Germans may no longer misuse their super
fluous energy with the aim of commanding and

misusing the energy of others. And sometimes

a political conflict within a nation is necessary
with this object ; but, like war, it is always a

pis alter. During the war, we were all agreed
that our superfluous energy must be spent upon
the war

;
and we took political means, with

common consent, to prevent the waste of it upon
other things. So, in a society which under

stood the true aims of Society, political means

would be taken to prevent the waste of super
fluous energy in peace. There would be no

conflict about the command of capital, but, at
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worst, a controversy about the best means
of preventing waste of energy. At present
our political energy is wasted in a conflict

about the command of capital, because we do

not all know what capital is, because we are

not agreed yet about the proper use of the

superfluous energy of mankind. The capitalist

tries to do what he will with that energy, and

the workers try to do what they will with it.

Both misuse it when they get the chance, and

quarrel as to who shall have the power of

misuse. This quarrel can never end in peace
and wisdom, so long as individuals and classes

wish to waste the superfluous energy of man
kind on their own private luxuries and pleasures;

so long as their command of that energy is to

them only a means of power, they may talk of

capital but they will not produce it.

It is the noblest boast of Christianity that

it is the religion of the poor ;
and of the High-

Church clergyman that he is the priest of the

poor; but there is some danger even in this

boast. In the past, at any rate, it has led

Christians to despair of politics as a merely
material activity, and still more of capital as a

merely material thing with which religion is

not concerned. They, too, have misconceived

the very nature of politics and of capital ; they
have not seen that the logic of both is the logic

of the Kingdom of Heaven. The priest of
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the poor gives himself to the poor with utter

devotion
;

he is almost content that they
should remain poor because he likes them

better than the prosperous ;
he presents his

religion to them as a beautiful consolation for

what they have to endure in this life. Alas !

so presented it also becomes a consolation to

the rich. He does not see that the rich are

unpleasant to him because they have no right

to their prosperity while there are others who
do not share it. What he dislikes in the pros

perous is the result, not of their prosperity, but

of the fact that it is based on injustice. They
persuade themselves that they have a right to

it, and, in doing so, make themselves dull, con

ventional, timid, unreal. If all shared a pros

perity based on justice, their prosperity would

not be thus unpleasant. If the superfluous

energy of mankind, having an aim beyond

prosperity, gave prosperity to all, the aim

would quicken and transfigure that prosperity ;

the angels are prosperous, but they are not

bourgeois; the bourgeois, whom the revolu

tionary hates, is a man always on the defensive.

The true aim of politics is to get rid both of

the defensive and of the offensive in a common
desire to attain to the Kingdom of Heaven.

Luckily the universe is of a nature so kind

that if all men had that aim they would be

much more prosperous than they are.
&quot; Seek
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ye first the Kingdom of Heaven and its right

eousness, and all other things shall be added unto

you.&quot;
There would be no more poor, but men

prosperous with all the good qualities of the

poor; and there is no means of attaining to

this happy state except by politics. The

priest believes in the common will of the Church
;

he must believe also in the common will of

mankind to be exercised, not only in worship,

but also in politics. He must believe in the

Kingdom of Heaven to be attained here and

now by political means
;
and he must not be

content that his dear poor should remain poor.

He must wish their minds to be enriched with

all the activities of the spirit, which cannot

happen until they have their fair share in a

common prosperity.

But, he will answer, there is a danger in this

preaching of the Kingdom of Heaven here and

now, the danger that we shall believe only in

&quot; immanence &quot; and not at all in
&quot;

transcendence.&quot;

These ugly words have a real meaning. The

man who believes only in immanence is in

error
;

he thinks that we can achieve the

Kingdom of Heaven here and now completely.

But that error is impossible to those who have

really seen the Kingdom of Heaven and so

grasped its logic ;
the very seeing of it assures

a man of its transcendence. It is something
that men cannot achieve utterly, yet it spurs
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them on to the achievement of it. The
artist knows that he cannot achieve the beauty
he sees

;
but it is the effort to accomplish the

impossible which makes him produce beauty.
And when he sees beauty he knows that he

sees only a hint or gleam of it
;

it transcends

his power of seeing it. So it is with the

Kingdom of Heaven in all its forms
;
to be

aware of it is to be aware of its transcendence
;

to be aware of a righteousness that exceeds

that of the Scribes and Pharisees, that is to

say, of ourselves. There is no fear that he

who sees the Kingdom of Heaven will think

that he can achieve it
;

those who do think

they have achieved it do not even believe in its

existence. The doctrine of immanence implies

the doctrine of transcendence
;
the very pros

perity which the seeking of the Kingdom of

Heaven will bring implies a desire for some

thing beyond that prosperity, implies the thirst

for a beauty, truth, righteousness, utterly

beyond our attainment
;

and politics are

not politics until they are an expression of

this thirst.
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CHAPTER V

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN AND THE
INDIVIDUAL

NOT
being myself political by nature or

apt to think in political terms, I turn

finally and with relief to the effect of the

doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven on the

character of the individual. The doctrine itself

is based on actual experience ;
its value lies in

the fact that it finds a name for that experi

ence and so makes us more conscious of it,

and also upon the fact that it insists on the

supreme importance of that experience and, by

doing so, makes it more vivid and intense for

us. We cannot attempt to achieve the King
dom of Heaven politically until it is, to each

one of us, a fact of our own experience, the

pattern which we see and according to which

we would exercise the common will. Without

that pattern actually seen the Kingdom of

Heaven will be but an empty concept that

each one can fill wiih his own notions
;
and

these notions will be all different The
doctrine itself implies that the Kingdom is one,
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and so one for each one of us. Our business

is not to theorize about it but to see it, and to

achieve that which we see in common. If the

Kingdom of Heaven is a fact which we can all

see, then we need not fear that we shall differ

in our notions of it. The difference of notions

comes from not seeing it. We do not differ in

our notions of a cow.

Jf the Kingdom of Heaven is a fact, it is

the fact by which all human experience and all

human character are to be explained. Unless

we have the key in that fact, we shall not

know ourselves or each other
;
to ignore it is

as if one ignored the sun in an attempt to

explain the motions of the planets. There is a

fact, the chief fact of the universe, which acts

upon us always and in all things, whether we

accept or refuse it. Our acceptance of it is

what brings us happiness and peace of mind
;

our refusal is what brings us misery and be

wilderment. Thus, there are many explana
tions of the sense of sin

; but, if the Kingdom
of Heaven is a fact, sin is refusal of it. And
we do know this about the sense of sin, from

our own experience of it, that it is to us a sense

of our refusal of something we value supremely

though we have refused it. The discordance

between the value and the refusal is what gives

us the sense of sin. A man may do what all

the world holds to be wrong, but, until he him

self has this sense of refusal, he has not the
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sense of sin. He may know that he has done

what the world holds to be wrong ;
he may be

fearful of the consequences, or he may insist to

himself that he has done wrong ;
but the true

sense of sin comes to him only when his action

presents itself to him as a refusal, when the

positive in it is lost in the negative. So the

sense of sin is not produced only by evil

actions
;
there is intellectual and aesthetic refusal

which hurts us as sharply as evil actions, if

more obscurely. We are most conscious of sin

in actions, because we see the effects of it

most immediately. If a man beats his wife,

there is the beaten wife before him instead of

the happy wife, loved and loving. There is

the Kingdom of Heaven, in human form, with

all the affections that he has refused
;

it looks

at him with human eyes. He has done it

violence, but his very violence is the violence

of refusal
;
and he is cut to the heart only

when he knows this. So we are sometimes

cut to the heart by some refusal of ours which

does not take the form of evil action
; indeed,

so deep and unconscious is this refusal in our

minds, so little connection does it seem to have

with our action, that we are surprised at the

intensity of our own sense of sin. It is not a

matter of conscious self-criticism, or of judging
ourselves by our actions and their results

;

the unconscious itself seems to be hurt by its

own guiltiness. It has a sense of something
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greater than itself, greater than any human

being, that has made an appeal to it and
been disappointed and sent empty away.
And often the occasion of the refusal is so

trivial that no other human being could under

stand why we are troubled by it
; yet we are

troubled by it
;
and years afterwards, perhaps,

we wake up in the night and remember it with

shame.

I think we feel this guilt of refusal from

causes apparently trivial most when we are

children
;
and in later years we remember it,

and the guilt itself comes back to us, and we
wonder how it can be that we still feel guilty.

I remember such a refusal of my own in child

hood that still makes me feel guilty, far more

guilty than many evil things I have done since.

I was lagging behind my nurse on a walk in

my own native west country in spring, when
three children ran out of a cottage garden,

holding in their hands small branches of syca
more from which they had stripped all but

the young, bronze-coloured leaves at the top.

These branches they offered to me
;

I can

see them still offering them as if they were

performing a rite, and they smiled as they
offered them. But I looked at them and ran

after my nurse without saying a word
; and,

when I turned back to look at them again, they
were still standing in the road holding the

branches out as if they had been disappointed.
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I had disappointed them
;
and for days after

wards I kept thinking of them standing so
;

and even then I wondered why they seemed to

me so pitiful and myself so mean. As I ex

plain it now, the Kingdom of Heaven was
offered to me then in the road, and I refused

it. The offer surprised in me some weakness

of snobbery or fear, but for which I should

have seen the Kingdom of Heaven in it and
taken it with joy ;

and my sense of guilt was

my sense of that weakness suddenly revealed

to me in that seeming trivial refusal. It was
not trivial, because it was the Kingdom of

Heaven that was offered to me
;
and that can

never be lightly refused. So I believe that

this sense of guilt, which comes to us from

seeming trivial causes, is not mere morbidity.
It is a warning to us of some dangerous and

peculiar weakness of our own, by reason of

which we have refused the Kingdom of Heaven
when it offered itself to us

;
and there is a

rebellion of our whole nature against that weak

ness. It is of the same nature as those warn

ings which, the psycho-analysts tell us, come
to us in dreams. The little incident dramatizes

our weakness for us, as the dream dramatizes a

weakness or a situation from which, uncon

sciously, we long to escape. We all have our

peculiar weaknesses, our besetting sins, which

cause us constantly to refuse the Kingdom of

Heaven, and they are the more dangerous
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when we ourselves are not conscious of them.

In these extreme contritions the unconscious

itself warns us of them, because it is hurt by
our refusal. The contrition is like a pain which

tells us of disease.

So it is every man s task to discover in what

form, through what weakness, he does most

constantly refuse the Kingdom of Heaven
;
and

that is why the Church, with its profound, if

half-unconscious, science of the human mind
insists on the need for conviction of sin. There

it agrees with the psycho-analysts ; they do

not speak of sin, but they tell us that the worst

dangers to our peace of mind, to our sanity, are

in the unconscious
;
and that we must become

aware of them if we are to overcome them.

That is also Plato s doctrine of the lie of the

soul. The deepest lie is in the unconscious
;

and we must become conscious of it if we are

to tell it no more. But what Plato calls a lie

we should call refusal. It is not merely error

about self and the nature of things, nor a lie

wilfully told about self and the nature of things.

It is a refusal to see, to accept, to be part of

reality, that is of the Kingdom of Heaven.

This refusal, in some form or other, we all

make unconsciously ;
and we need to be con

scious of it so that we may no longer make it.

It is a dull pain and trouble to us, enfeebling
the sense of will in us, lessening our faith in

the rational order of the universe, making us
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cynical or sentimental or listless
;

but we
cannot deal with it until we can state it to

ourselves, until we can say This is my beset

ting sin
;
here is the peculiar stupidity, insensi-

tiveness, cowardice, which causes me to refuse

the Kingdom of Heaven. And of one thing
we may be sure our besetting sin is the one

of all others we should most indignantly deny ;

for it is besetting just because we have refused

to face it and driven it down into the uncon

scious. There it grows, unhindered by the

conscious will, and makes a greater fog of

unconsciousness round itself, like the ink of the

cuttle-fish. This unconsciousness is increased

by every refusal of the Kingdom of Heaven
;

for we misuse the reason itself to conceal our

refusal from ourselves, to give false explanations
of it

;
and the reason, so misused, increases the

stock of our unconscious, so that we are less

and less able to understand the pain that is

still caused in us by our refusal. So, if we
cease utterly to understand the pain and the

cause of it, we are at the mercy of our uncon

scious and, all over, an obscure trouble to

ourselves. More and more our whole mental

process becomes a mechanical functioning of the

unconscious to protect itself from the conscious

guilt of refusal. But this functioning is always

impotent ;
the pain remains, only we cannot

explain it
;
and it is to us a mere neuralgia of

fear, discontent, discouragement, to which we
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accustom ourselves and in terms of which we
think and feel and act.

From such a state men cannot recover except

by the help of others
; and, if they refuse that

help, they are more and more imprisoned among
their own phantasies. Having refused the real

Kingdom of Heaven, they feign a false one, or

many false ones, for their consolation King
doms of lust, or of anger and gratified revenge,
or of vanities which they satisfy with their own
dreams. For men cannot live without either

the real Kingdom or a false one; man is of

such a nature that he must be in some rela

tion to the Kingdom, a relation of acceptance or

refusal. There is no such thing as mere physical

living, or a state of physical health untroubled

by the mind. Mere physical living is the tyranny
of the unconscious, and so madness. For the

mind is a fact existing to make answer to

another fact, the Kingdom of Heaven
;
and you

cannot ignore the mind and its demands, its

reason for existence. If you do, you ignore

yourself and are mad. Insensitiveness is not,

as some suppose, the result of a crude, strong,

physical organization ;
it is a weakness, a refusal

of the mind that grows with the mind s refusal.

It is, as it were, a morbid thickening of the

mind s outer skin, the result of which is, not

that the mind is protected from harm, but

that it is cut off from that relation with the

Kingdom of Heaven which is health, so that
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it breeds within itself its own unconscious

illusions.

Whether we believe in the Kingdom of

Heaven or not, we know that men keep their

mental health only through a right relation with

each other that is to say, a relation in which

they are more aware of each other than of them

selves. To be so much aware of yourself as not

to be aware of others is disease. The doctrine

of self-sufficiency will not work in practice ;
we

live and move and have our being in our re

lation with each other, not in our relation with

ourselves
;
and we cannot live without help

from each other. But, by the paradox which

governs all our life, we get most help from each

other by giving it, not by asking it. It is more

blessed to give than to receive, because by giving

we receive. So those who live in a state of

refusal, and are shut into themselves by that

continual process of refusal, do arouse in others

the desire to help them. The healthy man, the

man who does not refuse but gives, has a desire

to break through the refusal of the diseased, a

desire to show him that real Kingdom of Heaven

which he has hidden from himself with his own

phantasies. Hence all the art of mental heal

ing; and hence, also, something more passionate,

more pitiful, more far-seeing and enduring

the desire of the Church to save sinners. The

Church knew, long before science knew, that

man cannot live by bread alone, that man
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means men, in a certain relation with each

other; and the Church is an effort to be man
in that relation. So its effort is to save sinners,

to bring them into that relation, to help that

it may be helped. From the first it existed to

save souls
;
not merely to assure them a future

safe from the anger of God, but to save them
from their own refusals and phantasies ;

and

every true member of the Church knows that

he, too, has his refusals and phantasies, of which

he needs to be cured by the help of the rest.

That is why all Christians confess that they
are miserable sinners

;
but the words are too

general, and repeated too glibly, to be of much

help by themselves. They insist on the need

for conviction of sin
;
but the individual needs

to search out his own individual sin and refusal,

and to confess it to himself, at least, if not to

some other. Instead of saying,
&quot;

I am a

miserable sinner,&quot; he needs to say,
&quot;

I have re

fused the Kingdom of Heaven thus and thus.

I pride myself above all things on being a

gentleman ;
that is but my concealment from

myself of the fact that I am a cad.&quot; Or,
&quot; My

pride in my superior intelligence is itself a

symptom of my stupidity.&quot; Or,
&quot;

I think my
self an artist

;
that is what hides from me the

beauty of art and nature.&quot; Indeed, to pride

yourself on being a gentleman does make you
refuse that close intercourse with men by means

of which alone you can become a gentleman ;
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to pride yourself on your intelligence does

make you refuse the effort to understand, by
means of which alone you can become in

telligent ;
to pride yourself on being an artist

is to be always judging beauty rather than ex

periencing it, and in that very judgment is

refusal. In all these kinds of pride men shut

themselves off from their fellows, seem to

themselves to have a secret, make for them

selves their own private, unreal Kingdom of

Heaven. And the Church exists to assert that

there is a real Kingdom, not to be found so, to

be found only by men in fellowship, each one

learning to be aware of his own refusals, and

ridding himself of them by helping others.

So they all confess together that they are

miserable sinners; and each one must put
into that confession his sense of his own
refusal.

This the Church has always known
;
and in

that knowledge is its power and wisdom. But

because it has not developed or formulated, or

been fully conscious of, the doctrine or the

Kingdom of Heaven, it has been infested by
a number of heresies which it has never de

nounced, having never tested them by the logic

of the Kingdom. It is always liable, for in

stance, to see salvation as a private matter

between a man and his God
;
or to set other

dogmas above the dogma of the Kingdom
of Heaven, so that, losing their proper sub-
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ordination to that dogma, they become exorbi

tant. The dogma of the Kingdom ought to be

the main dogma of the Church, and the main

dogma for every individual member of it. Only
so can it, and they, be preserved from the

morbidities of religion ; only so can religion be

enriched by all the new knowledge of science,

and learn to save souls with more and more

certainty and insight. For all the new science

of the human mind does confirm the dogma of

the Kingdom and is, itself, blind without that

dogma; just as the Church is blind without it.

That consciousness, of which the new science

speaks, means always consciousness of the not-

ourselves, which at its highest and most com

plete is consciousness of the Kingdom of

Heaven. To be conscious of a tree, without

being conscious of the beauty of the tree which

is the Kingdom of Heaven, is not to be fully

conscious of the tree. To be conscious of a

man, without being conscious of his virtue

which is the Kingdom of Heaven, is not to be

fully conscious of the man. And we are hindered

of this full consciousness by seeing things and

men in the relation of use to ourselves. When
we see them so, we see really only ourselves

;

and we cannot see even ourselves except by

seeing other things and men not in the relation

of use to ourselves, that is to say, by seeing the

Kingdom of Heaven in them.

But science, like the Church, still lacks the
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sense of direction in all its observations unless

it also is aware of and affirms this Kingdom of

Heaven, this positive fact, of which men are

aware in all full consciousness of other men
and things. It is useless to tell us to take an

interest in that which is not ourselves, unless

there is also affirmed a something not ourselves

that demands and deserves our supreme interest.

To tell a man merely that he is the prey of

unconscious sexuality is to make him despair

of the hidden foulness of his own mind, or to

make him consent consciously to it. You must

persuade him also that this hidden sexuality, if

indeed it exists, is itself the result of a false

Kingdom of Heaven bred through refusal of

the real one. You must convince him that the

real one is real, and a thousand times better

worth having. Besides, we know that hidden

sexuality is but one of many false kingdoms
that a man may engender in his own mind by
refusal of the real one. It is not, as some men
of science assume, the inevitably supreme con

tent of the mind, any more than vanity

or hatred or vengeance is its supreme con

tent. These things make their kingdom in the

mind, when it refuses the real Kingdom, and

can be dethroned only by the real Kingdom,
not by any mere analysis of themselves. The

process of analysis is useful as a means to an

end, as conviction of sin
;

but the sin itself

must be seen as refusal, if it is to be cured.
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It can be cured only by the hope of that which

has been refused.

So science can learn from the Church,
and the Church can learn from science, both

through the dogma of the Kingdom of Heaven.

But the Church, even now, has most under

standing of the reality of that dogma. For,

to the Church, the Kingdom of Heaven

is not an abstraction, a mere process, pro

ceeding always in magnificent indifference to

mankind. Rather it, itself, desires passionately
that men shall see it and be of it. So the

Church gives us the image of the Saviour

always stretching out His hands to men who
still refuse Him. &quot; O Jerusalem, Jerusalem,

thou that killest the prophets, and stonest them

which are sent unto thee, how often would I

have gathered thy children together, even as a

hen gathereth her chickens under her wings,

and ye would not !

&quot; The Church sees that the

Kingdom is nothing if not personal, human
and more than human, to be understood from

our own hearts more than from the stars in

their courses. It.has the sublimity of the stars

in their courses
; but, with that, the passion of

man s music, which pleads most when it is

most strong, which exists so that it may draw

an answer to itself. It is part of the very logic

of the Kingdom of Heaven that it is human
and more than human, as being above, not

below, man
; and, if it is more than human,
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then the very life of its beauty is the desire to

be loved.

But from the universe, as we see it, with all

its processes cruel or indifferent, with its con

trast of mechanical order and moral chaos, it

may seem a blind jump through vacancy to

the affirmation of the Kingdom of Heaven with

its moral order supreme over all mechanism
;

with more than a moral order, a life, a passion,

utterly personal, a life that is love and the

desire to be loved. What proof, men ask with

despairing exasperation, have we of this life, more

than human, in the spectacle of a universe, less

than human, which science reveals to us ? The
answer which Christ would have made is

None at all, while you are what you are. But,

He would have told us and did tell us, we need

not remain what we are, either as individuals

or as a society. He affirmed the power of

the human will to transfigure ourselves, and

with ourselves the universe
; but, with that

human will, He affirmed another will above

the human, without which the human is not

will at all, but a mere chaos that sees the

universe as a chaos
;
and that is the affirmation

which men have always found it most difficult

to make. For it cannot be made in thought

alone, nor can men merely will to make it.

It is an affirmation of the whole self made

by the help of that which is not the self, that

which from the very first the self may deny.
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This power of denial, of refusal, begun in

earliest years and maintained by some up to

death, is the mystery which even those most

sure of the Kingdom of Heaven cannot explain.

Christ Himself seems to have wondered at it,

when He said,
&quot; How often would I have

gathered thy children together, even as a hen

gathereth her chickens under her wings, and

ye would not !

&quot;

It was the willed refusal that

amazed Him
;
and the greatest men have been

amazed at it in themselves. When they have

overcome it, it has seemed to them a refusal,

not only of truth, but of happiness, of them

selves, of life itself.

Here are the words of Augustine :

&quot; Late did I love thee, O Beauty old as new, late did I

love thee
; and, behold, thou wast within me and I out

side myself, and outside myself I sought for thee. Foul

myself, I rushed upon those fair things which thou hast

made. Thou wast with me, and I was not with thee.

Those things kept me far from thee, which, if they were

not in thee, would not be at all. With thy calling and

shouting my deafness is broken
;
with thy glittering and

shining my blindness is put to flight. At the scent of

thee I drew in my breath and I pant for thee : I have

tasted and I hunger and thirst : thou hast touched me,
and I am on fire for thy peace.&quot;

Those are not the words of one who means

nothing. Augustine knew what refusal was,

because he had ceased to refuse. To him the

Kingdom of Heaven is both a concept and

a living reality, more personal than himself.
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Simultaneously, it had formed within his own
mind and he had seen it, so that the concept
and the fact were one. There was, in his

mind, the power of forming it because it was a

reality ; but, until he formed it and saw it, his

very mind had not become itself.
&quot; Thou

wast within me and I outside (or beside) my
self.&quot; Still in seeking it he refused it, for he

sought that which was not a concept within his

own mind and so was not the reality. Because

he did not know that the Kingdom of Heaven
was within him, he could not find it with

out him. Unaware of the Kingdom within

him and so foul in himself, there was no con-

gruity between himself and all the fair things
which he rushed upon in his search. So those

very things, in the allurement of their beauty,

kept him, he says, away from the beauty that

was manifest in them, and without which they
could not be beautiful at all. And then he

insists upon the will outside himself that over

came his refusal, and made his will its own,
and made him himself. For him the Kingdom
of Heaven, the beauty old as new which is God
Himself, calls and shines to us in its will to

be known and loved. All that desire, rising to

certainty and passing into a greater desire, is

our answer to the will of God. We accept and

desire, and rise to a fuller acceptance and a

stronger desire, infinitely; there is a peace, the ex

perience of which fires us so that we cannot rest.
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But why do so many never experience it?

Why to men, in other things both good and

wise, do these words of Augustine seem but the

ecstasy of self-hypnotism to which they will

not submit themselves ? To them it seems that

they are refusing, not a real Kingdom of Heaven,
but a false one, a phantom of the will to believe.

They look at the universe determined to see the

truth of it
;
and the beauty they see in it is not

the soul and will of it, but a chance unintel

ligible product, something perhaps which their

own minds have made. Still they are im

prisoned within themselves, and try to make
the best of a Kingdom within them that can find

no answering will without. And what answer

can we find to the question Why, if there is a

Kingdom of Heaven without them, is it hidden

from those, who are indeed wise, and revealed

unto babes?

The answer is difficult for anyone who
would not lose his sincerity in his desire to

find it. Once when I had quoted the words,
&quot; Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see

God,&quot; the just retort was made to me that many
men who are pure in heart do not see God, do

not believe that a God exists. That is true
;

and my only answer to it was that a man may
see something, and much, of God without know

ing that it is God he sees. The conscious belief

in God is not, I think, what Christ means by
the seeing of God. Remember that, if God is
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a fact, men may be moved by Him to great

things without knowing that it is God who
moves them

; they may actually, if dimly,
see God without knowing that it is God they
see. They may indeed refuse the word God
for that which they see, because that word,

through misuse, does not mean to them the real

God, but some idol of the past which they dis

like. Because there have been so many idols,

which have done so much mischief to the minds

of those who made them, there are those who
suffer from theophobia. The very word God is

full of unpleasant associations for them, beyond
which they cannot pass ;

and they . will not

associate the fact God, in so far as they are

aware of it, with the word. But often they go
further in their refusal than this. To them the

mischief of all religion is the belief that man
can get any help from reality outside himself.

That belief, they think, has hindered men, all

through the ages, from facing the facts of reality

and from relying on themselves and each other.

Always they have been distracted from their

proper task of making a decent place of the

world with their own efforts, by red herrings of

propitiation and magic, by fears and hopes of

that which does not exist. Man must free him
self from these fears and hopes, he must trust

himself and other men, if he is to accomplish
that task. Therefore they will not believe that

reality outside ourselves can give us any help.
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It is indifferent to us, it is the material in which
we have to work, and we shall never master it

so long as we think that we are material to be

worked by it.

So they reject, with the belief in God, the

belief in any kind of reality superior to ourselves

of which we have to become a part ;
and in that

they are only logical. But we know by experi
ence that in other matters the best and wisest of

men may be afflicted with &quot;

phobias,&quot; and that

they remain good and wise where these phobias
do not affect them. The shocks of this life make
us all insane on some points, and we are not

aware of our insanity ;
if we were, we could

cure ourselves of it. Further, the simple are

often free from the insanities, the phobias, of the

wise. There is nothing that preserves a man
from phobias of all kinds so well as simple

goodness, which makes a simple faith for itself.

And simple goodness has a power of judgment,
in matters where it can be tested, which surprises

the wise and prudent, because it is free from

phobias, from irrational dislikes
;
because it has

not the habit of justifying its fears and hatreds

by any rational pretexts. It says simply I

must love and not hate
;

I must hope and not

fear and therefore is armed against the most

subtle fears and hatreds. So we may begin to

understand why the Kingdom of Heaven is

sometimes hidden from the wise and prudent
and revealed unto babes. As a fact, as a con-
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cept, it is hidden from the wise and prudent
who are not aware of their own insanities.

They are continually affected by the Kingdom
of Heaven

;
it is what makes them wise, and all

their wisdom is an answer to it
;
but they are

prevented by some inhibition from acknowledg

ing it. They do not refuse the conduct it

inspires, but they will not admit the source

of inspiration.
&quot;

No,&quot; they say ;

&quot;

all help
comes from within. Unless I believe that, I

may be misled
;

I may fall into superstition.

I will act as if there were a Kingdom of Heaven

without me
;
but I will not surrender myself to

a belief in it
; for, if once I do that, there is no

knowing where I shall stop. I may even come
to believe in a God and a future life, like the

Bishops.&quot;

Certainly, a vast amount of evil has been

caused in the world by men who believed what

they had no right to believe
;
and this mischief

has caused in the modern world a kind of col

lective and hereditary phobia against all belief.

It is not merely individuals but the universal

modern mind that suffers from this phobia ;
and

it might perhaps be cured of it, if it could be

made to understand the cause
;

if it could see

that the cause is merely mistakes and disap

pointments. As we know, the cynic is a senti

mentalist who has been deceived by his own

sentimentality ;
and the modern mind is a cynic

about the universe, reacting from the senti-
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mentality of the past. But cynicism, like

sentimentality, is belief, an irrational negative,

instead of an irrational positive, belief. Try as

you will, you cannot escape from some kind of

belief about the nature of things ; and, if you
refuse a conscious belief which controls your

actions, you will acquire an unconscious belief

controlled by them. No man can escape from

the connexion between faith and works
;
no

society of men can escape from it. If a

society refuses to be part of the Kingdom
of Heaven, if it acts as if there were no

Kingdom, then it will not believe in a King
dom

;
and its disbelief may be strongest in

those who have by nature the most passionate
desire for the Kingdom, and the clearest notion

of what it ought to be. They are not cynics in

their own private life or in their relations with

other men
;

but they are cynics about the

universe, they suffer in thought from the

common refusal in conduct. What men have

made of mankind by their common refusal of

the Kingdom, that they conceive the universe

to be, a chaos morally nonsensical. Their

sense of the Kingdom makes them so acutely

aware of the chaos among men that they read

it into the universe.

This sense of the Kingdom of Heaven is to

them a torment, because they cannot, will not,

allow themselves to believe that it comes from

a real Kingdom outside themselves. Perhaps,
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with all their torment and refusal, they are doing

the work of the Kingdom of Heaven, are more

aware of it,
even while they deny it, than those

who glibly profess it yet live as if it were not.

The Kingdom does work in a fierce passion for

truth, even when that passion seems merely
destructive. As Samuel Butler says, there are

those who deny Christ for Christ s sake. The

false kingdoms must be destroyed so that we

may see the true one beyond them
; but, if we

believe in the true one, we shall believe in its

patience and pity, believe that it is working in,

and for, those who deny it because they cannot

see it beyond the false kingdoms. If there is

a Kingdom of Heaven, it cannot be a mere cold

process, working apart from us and indifferent

to us
;

still less can it be so egotistical in nature

that we must acknowledge and worship it, if

we are to profit by it at all. It must be, in

its nature, personal, but without those human
limitations and failures which we call personal ;

it must love those who are troubled by it because

they feel but will not see it
;
and it must have

its own ways of leading them into its peace.

Religion, for the individual, is an attitude

of infinite expectation. He does not know that

the universe is the best possible ;
but he

expects it to be the best possible, and tries

himself to act on that expectation. And he

knows that, if it is the best possible, that best

must be far beyond his own concept of it,
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The very word best is a mere label that re

quires to be filled -with content out of our own

experience ;
and we can so fill it only by

living, not merely by thinking, in a certain

way. For it is the living that gives us the ex

perience needed for the filling of the label with

content. The word, to begin with, is not the

fact or concept to us, but only a prophecy of

it. So we may start with an idea of the best

possible universe, which is a mere wilfulness

of our own
;
we may demand that the universe

shall be what would please us most in our

present state of egotism. That is a demand
for a static universe

;
as we are at the moment

so we wish the universe to be for ever

without change. But, whatever the universe

may be, it certainly is not static, nor could a

static universe be the best possible, for it would

be a dead one. We, at any rate, are not static
;

and no static universe, no universe perfectly

fitted to ourselves as we are at any one

moment, could be fitted to us as living creatures.

Therefore our present idea of the best possible

universe must be faulty ;
arid we have no right

to judge the universe, as it is, or to see it, by
that idea.

But, it may be said, we have nothing else

to judge it by. Give up your own idea of what

is good and you are lost in a universal scep

ticism. The answer of the doctrine of the

Kingdom of Heaven is that good is not merely
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an idea but a fact, and that our task is, not to

think about it within the prison of our own

minds, but to see it and achieve it. We do

not exist to form our own concept of good and

then to force things into conformity with it,

if we can
;
or to wail or commit suicide if we

cannot. We have a faint perception of good to

begin with, because good is a fact, because the

Kingdom of Heaven is a fact, that would exist

if we were not
;
and our task is to see this fact

more and more clearly, and to become ourselves

more and more a part of it. This scepti

cism about good, like other kinds of scepticism,

solvitur ambulando
; only you must walk in

the right direction, that is to say, towards the

Kingdom of Heaven
;
and you can do that

because the Kingdom is there for you to see,

the more clearly, the more you advance towards

it. As you advance your own concept of

good will become clearer and richer, because

it will be a concept of a reality that you know
more and more surely to be a reality. Being

yourself more and more closely related to that

reality, you will be freed from the notion that

your concepts are utterly the products of your
own mind

; you will have a growing faith

in them, because you see them growing within

you through your own vision of the truth.

Again, it may be said, if your concepts are

thus imposed on you from outside, they are

not yours. You have given up the very con-
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cept of a self. Your mind, like your eye, is

nothing but a camera on which that which is

not yourself prints its appearances ;
and you

do not know that these appearances have any
relation to reality. Indeed, there is hardly a

you to know it. But here, again, the answer

is Just as, behind the camera of the eye, there

is the self, which sees beauty, sees a relation

in the facts presented to the eye, at one

moment and not at another
;
so behind the brain

there is a self which has the power of seeing,
or not seeing, the Kingdom of Heaven in all

the facts of reality presented to it. We know
how by training we can, more and more, see

beauty through the eye, and that it is the self,

not merely the eye, that sees beauty. So it

is the self, in which is the will, that sees the

Kingdom of Heaven. And, as the artist trains

himself to see beauty more and more by his

own action, that is to say by learning to draw
and in drawing to lay an emphasis on the

beauty which he sees, so man can train himself

by action to see the Kingdom of Heaven more
and more, by laying an emphasis in his own
conduct on that Kingdom which he sees.

Behind all art there is a conviction, strengthened

always by the right practice of art, both of

the reality of beauty and of a reality in the

artist s mind answering to it. He knows that

he does not make the beauty he sees, and he

knows that it is not merely what his eye sees.
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He knows that there is a relation between actual

beauty and his own self, which, in the practice
of his art, he tries to make closer and closer.

So in all true religion there is a conviction,

strengthened by right conduct, both that the

Kingdom of Heaven is real and that the indi

vidual is not born with a mechanical power
of seeing it. There is a relation between him
and it which, in the conduct of his life, he tries

to make closer and closer. He expects the

Kingdom of Heaven, as the artist expects

beauty, with an infinite expectation ; and, like

the artist, he is not dashed because at times he

cannot see it at all. He knows then that the

blindness is in himself and does not cease from

his infinite expectation.
Nor does he persuade himself that he sees

the Kingdom when he is blind to it. For,

like beauty to the artist, it is so real to him
that he cannot deceive himself with his own
substitutes for it. Like Rembrandt, he will

not manufacture his own prettiness when he

is not inspired by reality, or so that he may
please the sentimental. Prettinesses, senti

mentalities, come from the notion of a static

universe, one made to suit us as we are
;
and a

man who is filled with desire for the Kingdom
of Heaven, and with a sense of its reality,

would not have a universe made to suit himself

as he is. He compares himself with that

Kingdom and knows that he is not fit for it
;
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his very vision of the Kingdom has made him
value it a thousand times more than himself

as he is. In fact, he is to himself less real

than the Kingdom, and would not substitute

for it his own unrealities. 9o he is the last

man in the world to deny the evil in the world,
or the evil in himself. Christ affirmed the

evil in the world as passionately as He affirmed

the Kingdom of Heaven. No one has ever

accused the Sermon on the Mount of senti

mentality. There is no prettiness in its beauty ;

and we know from the very fierceness of Christ

that whatever He believed He had earned. All

those vast promises He makes to us are not

made to us as we are.
&quot; Blessed are the pure

in heart : for they shall see God.&quot; But we are not

pure in heart
;
and the more pure we become,

the more we know our own impurity.
&quot; Blessed

are they that hunger and thirst after righteous
ness : for they shall be satisfied.&quot; But we must

hunger and thirst, we must know that the

righteousness, the truth, the beauty, are not yet
in us. The doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven
can never give men contentment. Because it

alone can tell them what happiness is, it will

give them that sacred thirst for happiness of

which Augustine speaks Thou hast touched

me and I am on fire for thy peace.
But men have listened lazily to the words

of Christ, as if there were a music in them

that could, with its own sweetness, rock them
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into peace. Or they have made a law of

those words, as if by blind obedience to them

we could shelter ourselves from all evil
;
and

they have supposed that they could under

stand His meaning without sharing that ex

perience which gives to His doctrine all its

meaning. So actual Christianity has always
been infested by the heresy of mere emotion

which produces sentimentality ;
and by the

counter-heresy of mere thought, which pro
duces all the lunacies of arid affirmation.

Between the Athanasian Creed and talk about

the Blood of Jesus, the doctrine of the King
dom of Heaven has been almost lost. Born

with so much passion, with the beautiful life

and fearful death of its parent, it has seemed

to be almost stillborn. But it remains for

us still to bring to life again by our own

gradual and difficult harmony of conduct and

thought. Of that, if we would call ourselves

Christians, we must now make a humble

beginning.
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1WILL
now state, as shortly and plainly as

I can, the main principles of the Doctrine of

the Kingdom of Heaven as I understand them,
and as I have tried to express them in this

book.

The Kingdom of Heaven is a reality, is

the reality, compared with which we ourselves

are unreal until we are part of it.

It is a reality to be perceived through, but

not with the senses, a reality of relation, like

that of notes in a tune
;
but the reality of

relation does not lessen, rather it heightens,
the reality of that which is related.

We become aware of this relation only
as we become part of it. The Kingdom of

Heaven, in us, is not mere contemplation ;
it

is also action
;

it is feeling, thought, and

conduct. As it is the whole of reality, we
ourselves can become part of it only with

the whole of ourselves.

We are not born part of it, or with the

power of perceiving it, as we perceive material

things, with the senses. A man may go

through life without even suspecting its
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existence. But we are all born with the

desire for it
; and, unless we become aware

of this desire and live so that we may fulfil

it, we can never be satisfied with life.

For us, the Kingdom is a growing thing,

as we ourselves are growing creatures. In

the universe, as we know it, the relation is

one to be accomplished. The world is full

of hints and prophecies of it
;
we ourselves,

and all mankind, are full of them
;
and these

will never let us rest or be satisfied with any
notions of our own of perfection. For there

is a real perfection by which all notions are

judged, and to which, in this life, we can never

utterly attain.

Since the Kingdom of Heaven is a relation,

it can be attained to only by all men together,

indeed by the whole universe
;
and mankind

and the universe exist so that they may attain

to it. Unless we know this, we can find no

meaning or value in the universe, or in

ourselves.

And, since the Kingdom of Heaven is

reality, faith begins with the first glimpses of

this reality. Seeing the Kingdom of Heaven

is believing ;
and no other kind of belief is

real or possible. Christ always insists on this.

You must find the Kingdom of Heaven like

a treasure ; and, if you do, it will change your

life, your feelings, your beliefs, your conduct.

Until you find it, true belief is impossible to
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you. Therefore both the beliefs and the

scepticism of the natural man are vain, and
he can never satisfy himself or any one else

with them.

So conversion, which is seeing the Kingdom
of Heaven, is necessary to man before he can

begin to believe at all. Without it his beliefs

are mere obedience
; and, even if they are true,

they are not true to him. There is no co

herence or logic in them
;
that can be given to

them only by the perception of the Kingdom
of Heaven.

And, in the same way, the scepticism of

the natural man, without conversion, remains

merely destructive. Until he sees the King
dom of Heaven, a man may reject false beliefs

;

but he rejects them for nothing, and proceeds
farther and farther into scepticism until he is

forced into some kind of belief, so that he may
reconcile himself to living. So mere scepticism
is no safeguard against false belief; the only

safeguard is the seeing of that reality which

is the Kingdom of Heaven.

This conversion, this seeing, is not instan

taneous but gradual ;
it is part of the growth

of the whole self. A man may make a sudden

advance in it
;

but he must maintain that

advance with the effort of the whole self.

The Kingdom of Heaven is within as well

as without us. It is of the will no less than

of the perceptions. We must be it if we are
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to see it, just as we must see it if we are to

be it
;
and any man who has seen it knows

that he has seen only a glimpse of it, and
knows that to see more of it he must be it.

It is the essence of the Kingdom that to see

it makes us desire to be it.

But, since we must be it if we are to see

it, and since it is a relation in which we must
all be part if we are to achieve the Kingdom
among ourselves and within ourselves, it follows

that we must aim at the Kingdom politically,

that is to say as a whole society and by all

kinds of concerted effort. Since the Kingdom
is reality, we must dare all things to be part
of that reality. We must not believe in

another and lower reality that is master of

our political life. There is no other reality;

the alternative to the Kingdom is nonsense

and chaos.

There is a logic of the Kingdom which we
must apply in and to all things, by which we
must judge all things. But this logic is not

formal or abstract, it is living and growing ;

and it lives and grows in us as we act on it.

It is the word that must become flesh if it is

to be the word. It is real for us only if we

apply it to all things ; and, only as we apply

it, do all things become real to us. Thus

politics are not politics, but mere nonsense

chaos, until we see that they are an

attempt to attain to the Kingdom of Heaven,
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until we apply to them the logic of the

Kingdom. Nor is religion religion, nor is art

art, nor is happiness happiness, until we apply
to all these the logic of the Kingdom. We
have a number of words which are but pro

phecies of concepts. There is in the word
itself a certain logic implied ;

but we can

understand the meaning of the word only if

we apply the logic to it, in conduct as well

as thought. And the logic of all great pro

phetic words, such as art, politics, religion,

happiness, truth, righteousness, is always the

logic of the Kingdom. All these words we
can understand only by that logic; and it

becomes ours only as we act on it.

The Kingdom is not to be perceived by reason

alone
;

but reason consents to it when it is

seen. Indeed the nature of reason itself is not

to be understood except by the logic of the

Kingdom of Heaven. Without that logic it is

merely destructive and an enemy to the self

and its desires. Reason becomes constructive

and a part of the self, only when it, with all the

rest of the self, has perceived the Kingdom.
Then it works, as part of the self and in

harmony with its desires, for the attainment

of the Kingdom. For the self is one, and its

desires are its own, only when it has seen the

Kingdom and tries to become part of it. Other

wise it is not a self but a discord of appetite
and reason

;
its very will to believe is in
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conflict with its reason
;
and there is no issue

to that conflict except in the victory of will

over reason or of reason over will. This must

be, because, where reality has not been seen,

there is no single aim for will and reason. The

only single aim for them is the Kingdom of

Heaven.

Since the Kingdom is the best we can

imagine, it is personal. For all that is not

personal is inferior to the best that we can

imagine and also lacking in reality. By per

sonality we mean not the limitations of human

personality but the most intense reality, life,

that we can conceive. We ourselves are but im

perfectly persons some men are so conscious

of the mechanical, the unliving, in themselves

that they assert the personality, the life, in all

men to be illusion. We are, at best, but pro

phecies to ourselves of personality. We become

completely personal to ourselves and to each

other only when we love or are loved
;

for

love is the true and full relation of person
to person ;

all other relations are unliving,

mechanical, impersonal. So the Kingdom of

Heaven must be a personal relation, and a

relation of persons. Notes are mere noises

until they are related in a tune
;

in the relation

of a tune they express the personality of the

artist and do themselves take on a personal

quality, so that they seem to be his voice. In

the same way the relation of the Kingdom of
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Heaven is the relation of creatures that become

personal in that relation and express the per

sonality of their creator.

The doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven

implies that the ultimate reality, being the best

possible, is personal. That is to say it implies
God. And Christ tells us that, when we are

pure in heart, we shall see God. That is to

say, we shall see the ultimate reality and know
that it is person, and not a mechanical process,

compared with which we ourselves and all the

personality in ourselves, which we value most,

are unreal. According to the doctrine, love is

more real than matter
;

it is not a by-product
of the meaningless energy of matter, any more
than a tune is a by-product of the meaningless

energy of sound. Just as in a tune there is the

will of the composer, without which the notes

are meaningless, so in the Kingdom of Heaven
there is the will of God. It is His will, as the

tune is the will of the composer. And the

belief in God the supreme person, life, reality,

good, is part of the logic of the doctrine. It

cannot be proved any more than the doctrine

can be proved. As the Kingdom of Heaven

must be perceived if it is to be believed in, so

God must be perceived, in and through the

Kingdom of Heaven, if He is to be believed in.

But this is what is to be expected of any

reality. We believe in all realities, because we

see them, not because we are convinced by a logi-
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cal process of their existence. Nothing of which

we can be convinced only by a logical process
has complete reality for us. The process itself

is a pis alter
\
and the more complete it is, the

less content there is in that of which it convinces

us. We can be convinced that two and two
are four

;
but there is no content in two and

two, or in four. We rob these cyphers of

content so that we may attain to complete

logical conviction about them. So, if we
would convince ourselves of the existence of

God by a logical process, we must rob God of

all content, as philosophers often have done.

There is the word for them, but it is not made
flesh. The doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven
asserts that the word is not the word for us,

until it is made flesh. The Kingdom of Heaven
is not the Kingdom until it is perceived and

acted upon.
So the doctrine can have no meaning for us

unless we begin to perceive the Kingdom. By
itself the doctrine asserts only that there is a

reality to be perceived which is not the reality

of which the natural man is aware. It asserts

that the natural man is not aware of reality at

all but only of certain elements in reality ;
he is

aware of the notes but not of the tune. But,

since the tune is reality, its existence cannot be

proved, just as the existence of that which is

perceived by the senses cannot be proved. A
man knows the existence of a tune by hearing
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it, because it is a reality full of its own real

content and not an abstraction like the state

ment that two and two are four. So, if the

Kingdom is a reality like a tune, it also must

be perceived if it is to be believed in. It can

not be proved like an abstraction. Arguing
about it is useless until it is perceived ; and,

when it is perceived, it has its own logic by
means of which all things can be tested. There

it differs from the things perceived by the

senses. They have no logic of their own and

afford us no standard of judgment ; they are

the flesh but not the word. The Kingdom is

the word become flesh
;

it is logic and fact.

Being within us as well as without us, it is a

prophecy to us of what we may become, of

what the whole universe, as we know it, may
become. It is to us both reality and our own
effort to be that

reality.
It is God and our

selves, since it makes us aware of the promise
of God in ourselves, and convinces us that we
are ourselves only as we try to fulfil that

promise.
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To the Editor of THE

SIR, In that admirable little book of
Clutton-Brock s which you have so lately
reviewed,

&quot; What is the Kingdom of Heaven ?
&quot;

the author seems surprised that the Church has
so little to say in its formularies about the
Kingdom. Has one possible explanation
occurred to him, I wonder. It is a simple one.
The Church thinks it is the Kingdom of Heaven
and thinking thus, it modestly is silent about
its own virtues. I believe this is the true
explanation. The Church would not be singular
in confusing the idea with the institution to
which the idea has given birth. We see how
Justices confound themselves \vith Justice, and
the medical profession with the Ministry of
Health, and kings contend that loyalty to the
country necessitates belief in themselves. All
this is very natural. So you may hear any
Sunday a clergyman say that a little child just
baptized has been born into the Kingdom of
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Heaven: the clergy claim to be the keeper
8

of the keys oi the Kingdom of Heaven
in some Churches they even claim to be able

to bring Christ down upon the altar and

imprison Him in a tabernacle. The title to

their ministry, they say, is not to be sought in its

fruits, but in its ecclesiastical pedigree, and so on.

We should all agree, I should suppose, that the

Church should be constantly endeavouring to

make itself a living representation of the

Kingdom, and in so far as it succeeds people
will rightly tend to look for the Kingdom in the

Society of the Church, but it is a very grave
danger to religion when men come to think that

the Kingdom and the Church are identical. This
error leads people constantly to cease to interest

themselves in the search after the Kingdom,
because they think that by being baptized and
confirmed and receiving other sacraments they
have already of necessity found it. Thus they
lose the very power to be even interested in the

problem, because they can see no problem to

solve.

There is a well-known story of a new judge
who stood when the King s health was drunk,
and was pulled down by his senior colleague with
the words, &quot;Sit down, you fool

;
we are the King.&quot;

Thus many Church people do not want to know
more about the Kingdom, because they feel they
are it, though I think they feel a little uncomfort
able while Mr. Clutton-Brock is proposing the

toast of their health.
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RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL

CRISIS,*
&quot;What is the Kingdom of Heaven?&quot;

THIS subject may appear to some to have
no connection with the state of things in

our country or in the world of to-day, but this

jis
not really the case. Unfortunately, many

:ministers of religion and others have formed a
habit of speaking about the coming of the

Kingdom in a way which merely irritates people
by its vagueness. There have always been
those who, hoping for a good time in the future,
believe it will come by some supernatural
intervention, and that everybody will then be

good. Even in the time of Christ the Jews were
obsessed by the idea of some supernatural
catastrophe, by means of which a new Kingdom
would be established in which their ideas and
their God would be supreme. Many of Christ s

own disciples thought that when He spoke of the

coming of the Kingdom of Heaven He fore

shadowed a similar catastrophe. He constantly
tried by parables arid sayings to induce them to

appreciate the real Kingdom, of which it was His

object to make them aware. We can easily appre
ciate these misunderstandings about Christ s

teaching of the Kingdom. It still remains a
difficult task to state it in terms easily under
stood.
The doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven stated

in modern phrase is that there is another world
within and around us, not far away which we
are or can become aware of ; reality other than
that of which we are aware from birth upwards,
and of which our senses inform us. Of this

other world we have only hints and whispers.
Nevertheless, it is a world that we can, if we
desire, become more and more aware of ; though
we cannot become fully aware of it till we our
selves are part of it. This was what Christ
meant when He taught that

&quot;

the Kingdom of

Heaven is within (or among) you.&quot;
And the

reason why we have these whispers, this partial
awareness of the Kingdom, is that we may
make it, that we may build it in the world
in which we live. This was the great point
of the teaching of Christ, but it was con

stantly misunderstood, and confused with the

teaching of the Jews. But the difficulty is

that the mass of human beings since His time,
Christians as well as others, have not believed
this. *Yet there have been wonderful people
who hive lived since the time of Christ men

who also
^uld attain iware
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